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VOL. YII.-NO. 31. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1878. WHOLE NO. 343.
$hf! gattaiMl $itjj
A WBEZLY^NEWSPAPEB,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
HOLLINS CITY, • - UICHI5M,
OFlTiCK : VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.
0. J. DQESBUBG, Editor and Publisher.
TZSKS Of 3UB3CBIPTI0N:— 12.00 poryiar in advance.
JOB IMUHTINU PHOMPTLY AND NEATLY DONK.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
foMlrst insertion, and 25 cents for each subse-
quent insertion for any period under three
months.
3 m. 6 n. 1 It.
1 Square ............... 8 50 5 (N) I 8 002 - .................. 5 0" 8 00 |10 003 “ ................ 8 00 10 00 i 17 00
‘4 Column ..... .1 ......... 10 00 17 00 | 25 00X •' ..... -‘i. . ........ 17 00 25 00 40 001 “ .................. 25 00 40 00 | 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, 92.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished wbitout charge for subscribers.
Au Z before the Subscriber's name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
UT All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
Ohioago Sb Michigan Lake Shore E. E.
Taken Effect > Tues'layJan. 1, 1878.
Arrive at Leave
Trains. Holland, Holland,
Grand Rapids. | 1 15 a. in.
“ “ . 11.55 a.m. } 5.15 “
•' “ t 9.35 p. m. 8.30 p. m.
Muskegon, Pentwaier
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a. m. 5.25 a. m.
“ • “ t 9.25 p.m. 3.35 p. m.
New Buffalo &
Chicago. | 1.05 a. m. 12.15 “
“ “ f 5.10 " * 11 00 a. m.
“ “ 8.25 p. iu. 1 9.45 “
“ “ * 2.40
* Mixed trains,
t Daily except Sunday and Monday,
t Daily except Saturday.
i Mondays only.
All other trains dsily except Sundays. ’
Ail trains on this road, will be mu by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Colnmbus
time.
Kioh. Lake Shore Bail Bead-
Taken Effect, luesday, Jan. 15, 1878.
(Mag
No. 4.
North.
No. 2. STATIONS.
Qolag
No. 3.
Srath.
No. 1,
p. m.
800
p. in.
12 15 Muskegon,
Ferry son rg,
p. m.
2 00
a. m.
7 50
7 25 11 41 2 83 8 40
7 15 11 86 Grand Haven, 2 38 8 50
6 80 11 07 Pigeon,
Holland,
8 18 9 40
5 85 10 40 8 45 11 15
507 10 18 Fillmore, 4 15 11 45
8 55 9 80 Allegan, 500 1 15
D. P. CLAY, Receiver,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. K. &
. R. R. and L. S. & M. S. for Plainweli, Kalama-
r.oo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
§u3iite$<: Directory
Attorneys.
T TOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
XX Notary Public; River street.
\MC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
lYX Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River street.
rPEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
X Agent. OQiceinKunyon A Van Putteu'sbank
Eighth street
Banking and Xxolangt-
T7AN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Col-
Y lectiug, Drafts bought and sold; Elghtnstreet. O-ly
Barbirt.
T'VE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,U shampooning, hair-dyeing, etc., doneatrea
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the CityHotel. 14-1 y
Boots ui Shoes.
TTKROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
Jj Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings, rtc.,
Eighth street
1 OoanlssioB Hsrehant.
T>EACH BRO'8, Commission Merchants, andD dealers in Grain, Floor and Produce. High-
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
storacor. Eighth A fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17
Dentist
pi EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon ; residence and of-
VJ flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte's
Shoe store.
C'URGUSON.B. R. Dental Surgeon. PerformsX all operations appertaining to Dentistry in
the best style of the art
Art Gallery.
Office, over B. P Higgins'
Drugs and Medletais.
l AOESBURG. J . 0., Dealer in Drags and Medi-
X/ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phy-
sician's prescriptions carefully pat ap; Eighth st.
ACEBNGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-
XX iciues, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
^fumeries. River street
^ T7AN PUTTEN, Wjj., Dealer in Drags, Medi-
 V clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Bibo's Family Medicines; Eighth St.
WALSH HEBBR, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
VY foil stock of goods appertaining to the bos-
loess.
funiturs.
VfEYER, H. A CO., Dealers in all hinds of Fur-
XI niture, Curtain?, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.
OfMftl Dealm.
T7AN PUTTEN G., General Dealers, in Dry
Y Goods. Groceries, Crochery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Llvirr and Sals Stabler
OOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
X> and barn on Market street. Everything first-
class
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
ii Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9tb
street, near Market.
Liquor Dealers.
rPEN HAGE, Wm.. Dealer in alt kinds of Liquors,
X Beer, Cidar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and Keep
er of a fine Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth street.
Wagouaakeri and Blaekimithi.
I A UK EM A J. A C. Wagon and BlacksmithU Shop. Horse shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. Eighth Street afew doors west of River.
Meat Market*.
nUTKAU A vIn ZoEREN, New Meat Mar-
X) ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages cousiautly on hand.
|7'U1TK,J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
JY vegetables ; Meat Uarket on 8th street.
17AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
Y and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Mauufaetoriii, MlUi, Bkopi, Xtc.
LTEALD, R.K.. Mannfactnrer of and Dealer in
XX Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
for Mowing Machine! * cor. 10th A River street.
IJAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A C J., ProprietorsX of Hugger Hills: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
I rERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
Y Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
MoUrr Public!
OOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
L Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col-
lectlona made In Holland and vicinity.
Ilf ALSU, U., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
tv and Insurance Agent. Office, CWy Drup
Store, bth street.
PknicilBl
NNIS, T. E., Physician; residence, oppoalte
l S. W. cor. Public Square.
 TEST, R. B. A L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
I-> Offlceat their residence, Overysei, Mich.
T EDEBOER,B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
Lj corner Eleventh and River street oppcslte
public square.
T EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Sntgeon;
XJ office at residence, on Eighth street, near ChL
A M. L. S. U. R. crossing.
yjo CULLOCH TH08.,^ Physician and Surgeon,
be fonud at Win. Van Pullen's Drag btore. Cads
made in city and country day or night. Acute
and Chronic diseases successfully treated. Consul*
tation free. i4-4w
lA ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
XXat residence, on Twelith st., and at H. Walsh's
Drag Store.
OCHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnyaician. Office at D.O K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
Phtogripkir.
ITIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal*
XX lery opposite this office.
Siidlin.
17AUPELL, il., Manufacturer of anddealenu
Y Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
Tobacco Hi Cigars.
'T'K ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
X Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watokii asd Jivilry.
TOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,O and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-
ket and Eighth Street.
U. S. oi I.
HARMONY LODGE. No 12, United Sons of
Industry, meets at their Hall over, Kruisenga’s
Store, every Thursday evening.
Visiting brothers cordially invited.
• A. McDonald, President.
D. Van Bruqqen, R. S.
ToTof 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Qdd
Fellow’s Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited
W. Butka
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
kau, N. G.
7. A A. K.
A Rbuulab Commanicatlon of Unity Lodoe*
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Sept.
11, at 7# o’clock, sharp.
Dayid Bbbtbch, W. M.
O. Briyxan, See']/.
£pM»l Notice?.
NOTICE.
The undersigned, Dr. L. £ Best, having
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
services as a Physician, Surgeon and Ac
coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas be pays particular attention to
chronic diseases, and floe surgery, he has
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, In the
City of Holiand, on Saturday of each week,
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
until 4 p. m.
L. E. BEST, M. D.
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.
N. K. Fairbanks tin caddy Lard can
be found at E. J. Harrington. This la the
finest and best Lard for family use In the
United States.
For a beautiful lot of Bleached and Un-
bleached Sheetings, from 1 yard wide to
2i£ yards, goto the cheap cash store of
E. J. HAKRINGTON.
<@uv patkets.
Produce, Etc.
Apples, 9 bushel ................ 9 35 @
Beans, V bushel ........... ........ 1 5u (»
Butter, V ft* ................... — W
Clover seed, .................. (&
Eggs, ^ dozen ................... (d,
Honey, ....................... <&
Hay, V ton ....................... 8 00 (&
Onions. ^ bushel ................ ra
Potatoes, bushel ............... @
Timothy Seed, bushel ........... (d
Wool, V ......................
Wood, Stavei, Etc,
40
' il
16
10
15
ioo
25
2 00
Cordwood, maple, dry ..................
“ “ green ...............
“ beach, dry ...............
“ *• green ..............
Hemlock Bark .....................
Stavei, pork, white oak ..............
Staves, Tierce, “ ../ ......
Heading bolts, soft wood ...........
Heading bolts, hardwood ...............
Stave bolts, softwood ....... ............
Stave bolts, hard ivood ................
Railroad tics ............................
Shingles, A Y m ..................... ’...
drain, Feid, Etc.
..9 250
.. 200
. 200
. 1 75
@4 no
(a.10 no
1200
@ 2 54
.. 2 75
.. 2 25
.. 800
.. 10
® 200
Wheat, white f) bushel ...... new
Corn, shelled V bushel ............
Oats, # bushel ................. ...
Buckwheat, ? bushel .............
Bran, V ton .......................
Feed. w ton ......................
“ 91100 ih .....................
Barley. 100 1b ...................
Middling, fM00 1) .................
Flour, I) 100 lb .....................
Pearl Barley, $ 100 t> ........... ...
@ 90
42® 2550 60
@14 00
18 00
1 20
1 20
1 00
2 37)4
3 00 @ 4 00
XMti. Eto.
Beef, dressed per lb .......... 4 & 5
fork. “ “ 4 <& 44
Lard ................................. 8 ft
Smoked Meat ............... ftIO
•* Ham ............................ @ 9
“ Shoulders ..................... ft I
Tallow, per lb .......................... ft 6
Turkeys. “ .... ...................... 9 ftlO
Cbickfns. dressed D*r lb ................ 6 ft 7
H. C. MATRAU,
FREIGHT AND TICKET A GENT,
CHICAGO ui UGHUAH LEE SHOES
R AILRO A.D,
Sells Tickets to principal pofnta in the United
Sta’es and Canada. Throngh bills of Lading issued
and rates given for fieigbt to all points east and
west. Information aa to rontes and connectiona
for travellers, and rates of freight for shippers,
cbecrfnlly furnished at the
Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,
,V •• * 7-1t
Liver is King,
The Liver is the imperial organ of the
whole human system, as it controls the
life, health and happiness ot man. When
it is disturbed in its proper action, all
kinds of ailments are the natural result.
The digestion of food, the movements of
the heart and blood, the action of the
bruin and nervous system, are .all imme-
diately conuected with the workings of the
Liver. It has been successfully proved
that Green’s August Flower is unequalled
in curing all persons afflicted with Dyspep-
sia or Liver Complaint, and all the numer-
ous symptoms that result from an un-
healthy condition of the Liver and Stomach.
Sample bottles to try, 10 cents. Positively
sold in all towns on the Western Conti-
nent. Three doses will prove that it is just
what you want.
This space belongs to the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union*
W. 1.
The W. C. T. U. bold weekly meetings
on Wednesday afternoon, of each week at
3 p. m., at Hope Church.
So Not Offer It.
BY THEODORE L. CUYLER, D. D.
Let us be thankful that the Christian re-
form of temperance is coming to be linked
with prayer and Christian effort as it has
never been before. It would seem as if
God is arousing his people all over our
land to labor for the salvation of that most
pitiable sinner, the drunkard, and to op-
pose the pernicious drinking customs of
society. If the followers of Christ Jeaus
db not lay hold of these two vital move-
ments, who will ?
But it is w^rse than idle to pray for the
victims of strong drink as long as good
people continue to set the deadly drink
before the eyes of the easily- tern pled.
Thousands have been ensnared by a wine-
glass placed before them by professed
Christians, who ought to have cut their
haoda off sooner than put a decanter on
their tables.
I once officiated at a wedding where the
champagne-corks were popping like a dis-
charge of musketry. "A bad example
for these people, this I said to myself, as I
heard such strange music iu the house of
a church member. By-and-by I was urged
to endeavor to reform two sons in that very
family! “Ah!” I aaid to myeelf, “how
soon those curses have 'come home to
roost.* **
One of the saddest letters I ever read
was written, in a most elegant penman-
ship, within the walls of a charity-hospi-
tal. The writter, a well educated man,
saya: “How well I remember the first
glass I ever took! It was at C.t In the
State of Ohio. Could Mr. K. have fore
seen the fruits of that 'sherry-cobbler,*
that single drink, he might better have
given me a dose of strychnine in Its stead.
All the misery of my wretched life sprang
from that single drink. The rum bottle
has been the skeleton in my closet ever
since.”
What are brains and conscience given
to people for except to teach them not to
place stumbling blocks before the feet of
their fellow creatures. In these days it
will not answer for any Christian to plead
ignorance or innocent Intention when heor
she sets out an intoxicating glass upon the
tables. God will certainly not spare the
unfaithful servant, who instead of warn-
ing his neighbor against the danger abso-
lutely invited him to commit the iatal act.
We are our brother’s keepers, and woe be
to us if we become our brothers tempters.
After I bad labored hard to reform an in-
temperate friend, and the poor man had
kept sober many months, the whole effort
was overthrown in one moment by a
“friend,” who pressed him “to take a
social glass” with him. That “fiiend"
was a fatal enemy, for the unhappy ine-
briate has never been reformed and is a
wreck to-day.
Selected.
For the Holland CUy News.
Fish Culture in Xlchlg&n.
Mr. Editor The following facts rela-
tive to this important and little known
branch of Industry may Interest some of
your readers. They were gathered in con-
versation with the Hon. Eli R. Miller,
President of the Slate Fish Board, whom
we lately had the pleasure of visiting at
his fine old residence in Richland, Kala-
mazoo Co., and from the two ‘‘Reports on
State Fisheries” ('78-4; ’75-6) made to the
Legislature at the sessions of those years,
copies of which were kindly presented to
us by Mr. M. From these sources we
glean us follows:
It was not till 1878 that Michigan en-
tered the lists of the twenty or more fish-
culturing States of the Union. In that
year some enterprising and far-seeing citi-
zens, of whom Gov. Bagley was one, per-
ceiving its groat value ns a future source of
income to the State, took in hand the
work of artificial breeding and stocking
the waters of Michigan with some of the
more valuable vaileties of fish. The Leg-
islature, with characteristic liberality, by
an Act approved April 19, 1873, authorized
the appointment of a Board of Fish Com-
missioners, consisting of Gov. Bagley and
two others to be appointed by him, appro-
priating |15,000 for the years '73 and 74,
to be expended by the Commission for the
purposes mentioned in the Act (Act No.
124, Laws of ’78.)
The first Commissioners were Messrs.
Clark, Kellogg and Bagley. Mr. Geo H.
Jerome, an experienced fish-culturlst, was
engaged by them as Superintendent of
State Fisheries, a cite at Crystal Springs
in the town of Pakagon, Cass Co., about
two miles from Pokagon Station, on the
Mich. Central R. R. and six miles from
the Niles Depot, was selected for a hatch-
ery, ponds, &c., suitable buildings were
erected and the work began. In the
whole progress of their undertaking the
Commission have been aided by Prof.
Baird, U. 8. Fish Comm’r, now Sec’y of
the Smithsonian Institute, by valuable
advice, liberal donations of ova, etc., etc.
A glance at the map of Michigan will
convince any one, of the importance, nay
necessity, to the public welfare of her
fisheries. She is pre eminently “the Lake
Slate.” The two peninsulas have a lake
coast of about 1,600 miles. Beside the
four large Lakes, she has within her limits
some 5,000 smaller lakes or lakelets, cov-
ering an area of- above 700,000 acres.
The waters of these, as far as examined, ia
good nod suited to fish culture. Out of
200 lakes examined in the winter and
spring of '73 nearly all were reported to
have deep water, free from deliterious
mineral impregnation and substances nox-
ious to animal lifo. The water area ex-
tends through 7 degrees of laiitude and
more than 8 degrees of longitude, being
thus capable in respect of varying tern-
peratures of heat and cold, of sustaining
all the valuable varieties of fish.
The chief kinds native to Michigan
waters are: 1st, the white fish; the rajat
valuable fresh water variety found on the
continent. They extend from Lake On-
tario to the bead waters of Superior. The
best and largest are found in their north-
ernmost habitat atSault St. Marie, the
outlet of Lake Superior. In spawning
season they leave deep and take to the
shoal water to deposit their eggs. Their
food b probably of vegetable origin as they
are not predatory nor carnivorous feeders.
The young white fish, like other members
or the Salraonidro family, carries a sac or
bag, which is soon absorbed. Not a game
or fly fish, but caught with net and seine.
Other native varieties, too well known to
require special descriptiou are Black Baas,
Graylings (the Amcricau Grayling believed
to be confined to Michigan waters), Lake
Trout, Brook or Speckled Trout, dear to
the Sportsman, Perch, Sun-fish, etc.
Now the task proposed and performed
by the commission was not only to in-
crease artificially the numbers of above
fish, which from various causes were be-
coming alarmingly depleted, such as fish-
ing out of season, reckless waste by man-
uring land with food fishes, poisoning the
water with refuse filth of mill and man-
ufactory and town sewage,— but also to
introduce foreign varieties. Among these
last, the reports mention Atlantic Salmon,
Land locked Salmon, California Salmon,
Shad, and last but oot least Eels. To such
variety la appended a brief and Interesting
description of its peculiar habits, etc., for
which we refer the curinua to the reports
themselves.
It may be asked, what Isflah culture?
In brief the process la aa follows, as may
be seen any day at the State Hatchery.
The eggs of the female are first fecundated
by sprinkling or rather soaking them with
the milk of the male fish in the ratio of
about one male to the spawn of 8 or 4
females. A very little water is poured
into the pan or porcelain vetael which
contains the ova thus treated, and the con-
tents are gently atlrred with a feather or
tremulously shakeo so as to give them a
rotary motion, till very snoo all or nearly
all the eggs have become impregnated.
This ia known by the change froraa vlacM,
flabby, cohering mass to a state io which
they become entirely separate from one
another, rolling about like shot, are hard
to the touch and more translucent than
before fecundation. They are then taken,
cleaned in one or two watera, and care-
fully placed on a bed of gravel or on wire
cloth trays, and with a feather evenly dis-
tributed over the surface, In order that the
clear living spring water may come con>
tinually in contact with all the eggs. The
period of incubation lasts from thirty days
to several months, according to apeciea of
fish and quality and temperature of water.
During this time dead eggi are carefully
and constantly removed, formerly by band,
but at present, by au ingenious apparatus
invented by Mr. O. H. Chase, overseer of
the State fishery works at Detroit When
hatched, the “eyes first appear, then a
faint embryonic structure, and soou after
a dim outline of the coming fish may be
>seen, growing more and more visible each
day until some morning you see the wreck
of a habitation floating down the current
and a tiny creation most unmistakably
alive settled down among the interstices
of the gravelly bed or meshes of the wire
tray, a third or a half, or perhaps three-
fourths of an inch io length.” The most
prominent object about this nude birth U
a bag or sac attached to the belly retain-
bllog In the young of the California Sal-
mon one or two drops of blood encased in
a semi-transparent membranous bag.
Upon the food contained In this vessel the
fish subsists from thirty to forty days, or
less, according to species. During this
period It Is known ss an ofeefn. After the
food vessel Is absorbed, when it it chris-
tened minnow or fry, it begins to feed Vo-
raciously on extraneous substances. At
the hatchery it is fed two or three times a
day with bonny-clabber, eggs’ yolk boiled,
calf’s or beefs heart or liver chopped fine,
etc. Then In a few days or weeks the
young fry are, sufficiently advanced in the
social scale to be planted and are distri-
buted hither and thither throughout the
State.
Up to date some 40 millions of eggs
have been batched at the two establish-
ments. Of these, more than half were
white fish, April 11, 1876, 120,000 white
fish were deposited In Lake Michigan, at
Holland, and on the same day 100,000 of
the same species half way between Holland
and Sangatook. From the nature of the
case, sometime must elapse before the
results of all this work becomes patent In
largely increased catches offish, or even in
the detection of foreign varieties so largely
introduced into our waters. Meanwhile
the commission call for any and all infor-
mation touching the success of the various
fish plantings. Let us, the citizens of
Holland and vicinity,’ who live on the
sborea of lakes, and tberefom are so near-
ly interested in fisheries, inform ourselves
fully about and do what we can to help
along this great enterprise.
Holland, Sept. 10, 1878.
- T. R. B.
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
• THE EAST.
Obville Grant, brother of ex-Preai-
tlent Orant has been taken to the Insane
Mjlum at Morris Plains, N. J. Application
for his admission as a private patient was
made by his family. The step has been under
consideration for some time. His friends say
that his reason has been gradually giving way
since be applied for the trading post on the
Missouri He always contended that his polit-
ical associates robbed him of the emoluments
of that office, and he afterward plunged into
speculation.
Sira B. Cole, trustee and attorney;
Ezra B. Weston, Vice President and trustee;
and John H. Eells, formerly bookkeeper of the
RockUnd Savings Bank, of Nyack, N. Y., have
been arrested foroomplicity in frauds by which
the bank was ruined.
THE WEST.
Omaha’s finest hotel— the Grand Cen-
*al— built at a cost of 1800,000, has been de-
stroyed by fire.
The city of Bandosky, Ohio, was
thrown into the wildest excitement, last week,
by a cruel murder, followed by the summary
execution of the author of the crime. Alice
O Donnell, aged 19 years, employed as a do-
mestic in the family of A. K. West, was miss-
hag. Suspicion fell upon William Taylor, age J
28, a negro ooachman of West Taylor was ar-
rested and confessed to ravishing and murder-
ing the girl, telling where the body was con-
cealed. He conducted officers to the soot, six
miles out of the city. The body was found, the
brains knocked out, and the throat cut On
arriving in the city again, the officer found the
city in the greatest state of excitement as the
news of the confession had spread like wild-
fire. He was fearful that he could net keep his
pnsonw, and. on consultation with the Sheriff,
it was decided to take him to Norwalk for safe-
keeping. Accordingly they started as pri-
ately as possible, but had only got
a short distance when they were over-
* Porno of mounted men,
»nd the buggy containing the Sheriff, deputy
jml prisoner was turned back toward thecity.
Soon this party was met by thousands of ex-
cited citizens on foot, and, as soon as the city
reached, the whole cavalcade
passengers compelled to yield up all their
money, watches and Jewelry.
THE SOUTH.
Tsuer were eighty-nine deaths from
yellow fever in Memphis on the 5th insti A
dispatch from that city of that date says: “ We
have settled down into a state of despair that
is hard to break by the closest home-thrusts
from the plague. We know nothing of what
the outside world is doing, nor do we care
Doctors, nurses, drugs, sick-rooms, coffins!
paves, engross our attention .by their petrifv-
ing monotony of occurrence. " At New Or-
leans 201 new cases and eighty-six deaths
were reported on the 6th. In Vicksburg the
plague showed no abatement, the number of
deaths being greater than on any preceding
day, tamely, 45 ; number of new oases report-
the situation was truly distressing. Business
was completely suspended in all those places
everybody having fled that could get away!
I here was sore n^d of supplies and nurses.
For the twenty-four hours ending
at 6 o’clock Sept. 8 there were 101 deaths
from yellow fever in Memphis, and 400 new
eases, in Vicksburg, for the same period, there
were 185 new cases and 42 deaths:
h» New Orleans, 223 new cases and 87 deaths.
At Grenada the pestilence had abated
^tinned to increase. The
totai deaths from yellow fever in all the plague-
mfected cities up to the 7th of September,
were as follows:
New Orleans ............. ^fton
yick«burg ....... iSS
...... »Grenada, Miss .................
Canton MIbb .................... ” 125
Ocean Springs, Miss ............ 20
Holly Springs, Miss ...... i" ” m
Hickman, Kv ................ on
Ky ....... £
St. Louis ....................
Cincinnrti ..... .......... H
Oiherpeints ....... ......... ....... 803
Dtath*.
. 1,(500
Total.
.13,008 3,884
limits were
halted,
came greater,
A dispatch from Nashville, Term.,
says that Pinkney Bell, the murderer of Con-
Memphis dispatches of Sept. 9 repre-
sent the condition of affairs in that -city as
fever Th5- DeW 0a8eB of
Kthe, p_r?<*)dLD8 twenty-four hours
figure of 411, and the
the wi?/er V were
_ ..ib!7 1 h“*we
disappeared, and the crowd, pA^^^the s^^the dtv^tetecip^6 through
sw? e&SS
'The ferer br^ei
over a lamp-post ___ _ — n umi unw
ft&BSS'SSS'S I ^ ttiT
d^th^Ho,. Welch, Member of Coo- or'S’r^T^0.^^*^
grem from Nebra*a....The citizens of Jeffer- WASHiNornw
aon Ohio, are eonsiderabty excited over an oil- Washington
tnkq thure. which promises to be a regular PosTMASrER Chauncet L Filley, of
ffor some time past the workmen SL I*>«i*i has been removed fer alle^Pdbonanza.
vators were
to discover oil
well in con* id
1 «• 1,
* from the^ides^^the ^  Theophilu8 French, the Auditor
quantities. . , of Railroad Aoconnts, states that all the com-
Fbbsidhnt Hates was accorded an en- P^.^^tthe Central and the Union Pacific
thusiastic reoeption at the - Minnesota State comnUed l!?BT^r«e0qUrted n®partfl have eilher
Fair in St Paul He daUveredTCS I ^
sj^ech to an audience of $9/000 people. The v18*0*18 ot tlie two acts in relation to them
W* ~^ed largely of tabular sUtements at,thLe ^  session of Egress The
fihowmgth0 reduction of the public debt, the P^tiAl ana the Union Pacific have not as vet
U“tk)n 811106 th® war, the Aaditor. French whether they will
,he cte' 'He ^tb.'0^’
full0(J,SLfforDS;SmUlJ/ M 1 «> FniShe oon6titQti°mdity °f both the Sinking
SSfc* SS ^ ^ I ii A,oibculab ha* jnat been issued by
ms I
Old « I ^ ‘PP^ for h^notZStn
^ p,rme“t “ 1116 r“eof 4i-25
‘ncoeeded “ mating some-
w8!i* y. ow',eier pinic w«bbgton
“.sr«s. s: r =
Where there are verv harH __ _ ^e/ irer.e Ben^ to the hosnital.
and hearty oo-operation of the people.”
Vennont voted for State officers on tba Sd
iR8nftn Sf°fnt3LWa! el,^ted 0overnor by about
18,(M)0 majority. In the First and Second dis-
tricts Joyce and Tyler, Republicans, were
elected to Congress. In the Third district
Barlow, the Greenback candidate for Congress
petitors: consequentlv there ia no eleo-
tton. Vermont requiring a majoritv of
all the votes cast to elect, . . .Tne Kansas Dem-
SSSh fw1 1° 8?te Co1nv6Utlon at Leaven-
4.and n°minated the following
ticket: Secretary of State, L. W. Barton;
Treasurer, O. O. Black ; Attorney General, J.P ^^ction, O
F. McKe n; Chief Justioe Supreme Court, R.
M. Rnggles ; Auditor, Gsbun Shannon.
The Minnesota Demooratio State Con-
vention was held at St Paul Sept. 5. William
SHtcheli was nominated for Supreme Court
m «?en for 8«pwme Court
Clerk, &nd M. M. Black for Auditor of State.
; • Greenbacker8 of New Hampshire metiflQ8 a- Manche8ter laatweek-
^de^ates being m attendanoe-and nom-
&vW^n GvProwu for Governor. . . .The
New York Republican State Convention has
b^en called to meet at Saratoga on the 26th
A Washington dispatch says that
“Representative Blackburn, of the Potter
has received a letter from Chair-
8tAtiQP that no time has been ap-
that the next movement of the committee wfil
NeBOr,e“8to
Maine voted for Governor and Con-
gressmen on Monday, Sept. 9. There were
three candidates in the field for Governor-
havingn™^ a majority of all the votes
fa8t]o,t^re a frhore to elect, and the
Legislature will have to choose the Governor
Eugene Hale has probably been defeated for
to tl,e F,fth dietrW by
Speaker Randall has been renomi
nated for Congress in Pennsylvania ____ T
STANLEY.
The Latest Story Concerning HU Mirth
and Boyhood.
The obscurity surrounding the birth
Mid parentage of Henry M. Stanley is
cleared away by a publication in £verv
Saturday, a literary journal published
in Baltimore. The statement, it says, is
on the very best evidence, that of Lis
own mother. The letter in dated High
Park 1 street, Sef ton Square, Liverpool,
Aug. 13, and from it it is learned that the
explorer, whose right name is Henry M.
was born in New York on the
26 th of October, 1843, and was christened
by the Rev. Father Smith, at the James
Street Roman Catholic Church. His
mother was bom in Ireland, but for some
time resided in Baltimore. His father
was a sea Captain, and, when the child
ww Ui?eiy yon5£» the famiIy wentuSftG0 a voyage in
thehfatllGr ked, and the boy, soon
fa™ oT n® ^o^g at his aunt’s
farm at Ciay OasUe, had some words
?0^ep» and» “ a fit of anger,
she said to him: “Would to God yon
S<S)11i?vhere ho^ me»” 10 whiob he
rephed: “ Never mind, mother; as soon
T8*.? Cnn gf fc B 8hif 1 care that
I shill not come back. Should I get to
Amenoa I can claim it as m
foreign
In consequence of the obstinacy of the
Turks, no •pproaoh has be*, made to a settlo-
StfiT0fwthhi^difficaltieu b€tween Greeoi and
Turkey, winch were fooMshly jfeft by the Ber-
ines. Late accounts report that Turkish
troops have been encroaching upon the Greek
frontier, and war seems to be considered some-
tb.Dg more Um probUle. CoutempE
^lrS.8eBCy’it.is B*W'U,e ^ ench wdItahan Governments have given notice
Greek6 Ul^t b«mbardment of the
Gree*L 0°aet towns . wUl not be
“i ^ent----The nnmhb6r bve» lo«t by the collision in the
Prin’rJfl^u68’ &Dd 016 B®kiD8 of the steamerS? 6rtim&ted at upward of
700. The eaton of the tort steamer is ^ d to
be packed four and five deep with corpses.
Lately Mehemet Ali, who attended
the Berlin eongress as one of the Turkish
plenipotentiaries, was aent to Albania to suo-
press distarbanoes in that region, TreSed by
the Austrian oocupationof Bosnia. The neth
pie were not inchued to be pacified, and in-
mfltead’ that Mehemet All ahould 01^S3 ‘^akist the Aus-
He "fased, of oonrse. and the in-
furiated populace thereupon murdered him
and twenty members of his staff. Theinsur-
the O0',ern0r °f IPckl
A Gaictita dispatch says: “It is
recognized that the present is one of
?ZtTQ«; Tb€ mi86ion form8 a single
^LnTS™”MOrl<;d tCbeme ,or,be
The Emperor of Germany, in his
speech at the opening of the newly-elected
Reichstag, argued strongly in favor of repressive
legislation against the Socialists. “Sochmeas-
w^tbe speech urges, “should preserve the
liberty of citizens in general and only prevent
SoHRliJf86 °l whlcl1 the Pere’ciouH
threatens the foundations of
Jire, and all ail tore.... A Constantinople dis-
patch says that Mehemet Ali Paaha’s reti-
bBtwJnereH.n0t*.ftiBasBinated iQ lhe fight
AH ^ d K«C1 ^ P8. defendiDg Mehemet
Wh .Lth lnflutlrfieJnt8- The killed on
both sides numbered 400....Over 600 bodies
have been recovered of the persons drowned
to th«8i?k,ngT?if 1116 8tea“6r Frincoss Alice,
in the nyer Thames — Nobeiing, thewould-
a^&fl.8‘n of the Get man Emperor, has
cheated the executioner by shotting off his
m°«*l °oil. Ha died of par.lyalg "
^i7”‘.7' mi "T '51ttllu 11 M my birth-
sailed from Queenstown m a barkenedtor erd» ^  a ^ lines
for his mother from Lime Rock askingZ ipra7er8» acknowledging
the filial love he had for her
EX'ats.r.x's:
p“L7;^afriend- ^  W x
recognized him among the six pall-bear-
and the Captain, to satisfy her,
asked some one standing by who the
person was, and the reply came, “ Whv
tha‘ ia Henry M. SbJey, the man who
discovered Livingstone.” “I eee by
what you say that the people in Liver-
pool wiU not allow Mr. Stanley to be
your lost eon, bat I think U they were
present at the interview we had with
bl“,f,Mr- L™ngBtone’a funeral they
would be of a diflferent opinion.” The
her ^grateful son
at the Langham Hotel, in London, and
was shown into the parlor. Mrs. Easta-
wnrdn680!? w 8 the 80ene 111 toe following
r,nd ^  ?ePatoat tos hand tome
‘WpII^i Are yon not a nice son?’
mwVhe &QBWered> ‘I fancy there
must be some mistake here.’ ‘Then ’
said I, ‘You can rectify it?’ ‘Well’
he answered, ‘ any money yon want you
cam have. ‘Why,’ said I, ‘do you
offer me money if I am not your mother?
Did ! not write to you and Mr. James
Goruon Bennett, saying that I needed
n° ?! y 40 rcltove my distractet
mind ? Mrs. Eastaway has a oomforta
nih°^“dAwo ““f to depend on.
SPpS^KdinB*8ntli,p08“ble
fteaident Diaz has issued two decrees
R.'th1S*uPPte«‘™ of smuggling on thef” 0n® deoree anthorizee
tow^tBmngglerzand aeize
smuggled gooda. The other doses the
frontier ports of Mier and Oamargo
Ornz °W 16761 “ 7617 ,8tal “ 'Vera
SSTJUS 0? JS 0-“ ...
A PARTY of seven men, mounted and
well armed, recently c*me into the mining
of Caraboo, Idaho, where some twenty
^2rt7T?iDer8L7ere ak work °n scattered
They robbed all of them indetalL
Jlso the store at the camp, took Si the tnoH
l*™ pk TuMdnXwnP *
Sf* -S0*iBa Mk* wew defeated, their
s^gSMrs-ass
President Hayes and party, after tak-
ing a trip up the Northern Pacific railroad as
far a. Fargo, Dakota, and inspecting the great
returned to Minne-
smm
rney we e s t p , ande-ddS
tor 1116 cheat W88 discovered1
G,«eilv.t5eu were turned adrift, but notuntii
they had been daintily fed for a while aJl m!
?hd Dtortainer8with a decided scare
sax cZ5t^:. ^
GENERAL.
A W ASHiNGTON telegram says : “ A
gentleman who has recently returned from
New York visited the asylum where the witness
K«W«SiaS*KSS
A Portland (Ore.) dispatch says Gen.
Howard has held a conference with Chief
feoTa^eJv^n f^M?tribe to
« ~ bat aot
POLITICAL.
The Republicans of Minnesota held
their State Convention at St Paul on the 4th
«>“• John M. Berry wzs re-
ettmsa-azsas
opposition,
nominated
un?eB “persistence
editor. The platform
relleVM 0, “f to" I
A Colt's Rescue of a Mate. .
Martin Hayner, of Brunswick, is the
proud possessor of a fine pair of colts.
One day last week they were pasturing
on his farm, through which a ditch ha!
recently been dug, quite a distance from
he house. One of the animals fell into
^ ditch, m stime way striking upon its
back, with its feet pawing helplessly in
he air, and utterly unable to regain its
equilibrium. The other colt, discover-
ing the predicament of its mate, began
rmiiiiiig from the house to the diteb
making more than half a dozen trips be’
ore Mr. Hayner’g attention was specially
attracted. He finally entered thTm-
closure where his colt was neighingwh“ hold of hiz coat and
mlled in the direction of its mate. Mr
Hayner found his other colt in the po^
mtion nwned, and with diflficnlty rescued
it. Such intelligence is certainly re-
markable, and worthy of the recognition
$j£ve ^toed it,-— Troy (AT Y.)
h®611 made at the
Krupp works in Germany of enormous
dimensions. A ball of this cannon
pierces the thickest armor plates of ves-
fleis at a distance of eight miles. Two
““to at » range of 6,000 feet are sup.
posed to be enough to disnlantle and
topmost powerfu! ship. Each ball
-STS
(Sf'Jiift’irTiSa'r
other one ia an explorer in Anstraha.
«epo8iti«a of Bishop JUcCoskrp.
Bishop Smith rewi the following doon-
ment, all the Bishops standing :
Ri^K^;iThfvRev- 8amuel Allan McCoskry,
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan, haw in'a
communication under his own proper hand
dato of 25, 1878, declared he does
,nd» r6lio«oi«h his office as Bishop of
EP180°Pal Church in toe United
°ft thn territor? of the United
2Sifn Jhl grave ^ legation h existed, thereby
&gniX^ Z lnye°Ug"i0a 0f to*
can mske effective his voluntary resignation!
relinquh hment, and abandonment of his sacred
office except by his deposition from the same;
Witkb,ah, At a meeting of the majority of
Woman’s Devotion.
. ^he following story, says an exchange,
is true in every detail: A milliner of
respectability married a dissipated tailor
who abused, neglected and abandoned
ber. Several years having passed with-
?ufc a to his whereabouts, her
friends advised divorce and her accept-
a.noe of bb advantageous offer in mar-
nage. The woman persistently declined
every offer, and, when she had accumu-
lated a sufficient sum, started off in the
v“®°to*n her husband was supposed to
have teken when he left her. At Hali-
iax, Nova Sootia, she received a slight
clew, and took the steamer to Portland,.
Me. 1 lienee she followed his track
to ^ew where she ceased, for
many months, to hear of him. Finally
she found tnat he was working in Al-
he had been diaoharged for drunken-
neae Spending her day, at lucratoe
work and her evenings at detective ser-
vice, the unwearying wife at length dis-
fWndjto-fc he was employed by a large
firm in Chicago. She wrote there, and
was answered that her husband had
goM away, nobody knew where. Not
satisfied with this, she traveled to Chi-
cago and ransacked every concern inter-
ested in the tailoring business there,,
unto! she met a fellow countryman, who
»id that her husband, when last heard
rom, was iu Omaha city. She wrote
there, got no answer, but went on. There
she heard that he had certainly left for
San Francisco, where he had obtained a
fiiie place as cutter in a large firm. She
f0™?' Tnt toither, only to be told
that her husband had been several days
away from work, and was drinking hard.
He had not been even to his boarding-
nonse. This led her to visit the station-
houses, and in one of them she ascer-
tained that her husband was in jail for
ten days. He was released and prevailed
upon to return home after six years’ ab-
sebce. All this occurred eighteen years-
ago, and to-day the prodigal husband of
yore is a strict temperance man in inde-
pendent circumstances, a model husband
and father, and a respected citizen.
Army Enlistments.
recruiting officer of
the United States army for the District
of Columbia, has, during the last six
months, enlisted at this station 158 mea.
Of these there were: Soldiers, 27-
Westward ho I seems to be the watch-
ss
bodies being washed to the shores.
toe poor Indian,” predicts from
this strange emigration a hard winter.
on the 3d day of SeptemK IB^die toK
mg resolution was adopted :
fair8 0uW?’ to*} Haid ffimmel AUan McCoskrv
is hereby deposed from the eacred ministry, and
mHhnn 0?Ce'} thereof* and ,hat Presiding
fl If Bei)ia!nln Bosworth Smith, D. D., bv
S^a th0 United States do, in ren-
reSted7 M terms of the resolution before
j and Proaobnoe arid Samuel
f^ a^POBkr7„dlP08e(^from the holy minis-
try, and from aU the offices thereof.
oht?heDCn.0,the,r‘Ul6r'B0D'“dH^
Bznjamin Boswobth Smith.
Bishop of Kentucky. Presiding Elder.
The Land of Revolutions.
t1nniP°w in Texaa of a revolu-
tion in Mexico are untrue. The coun-
^ never was freer from anarchy than
now, and no President hns beensouni-
S^U3rpUlar °i ¥ Bt?on* M Porflri<>Dia^ The reported rising at Jalana
was the work of a band of robbe^-
ler pretwt of restoring ex- President
Lerdo. They took the garrison by snr
, robbed the town, and fled totlw
spumer, 1 , cooper, 1 ; bookkeepers, 3;
o 2 ; 8^amen' 2 ’ Polisher’ li cooks’
2 , boilermakers, 3 ; butchers, 2 ; garden-
ers, 2; machinists, 2; coachman, 1;
laborers, 47. There are on an average
about ten applicants daily. Not half of
the number presenting themselves are
iccepted. It is noticeable likewise that
the character of those seeking enlistment
s far above the average in point of in-
telligence and general morals. An inci-
dent illustrative of this is the fact that
among the enlistments as a private sol-
dier wss a graduate of West Point, a
Captain in the United States army be-
fore the war, and a Major General in the
Confederacy.— Washington letter.
Tn* United States steamships Con-
gress, Sabine and Kansas are found, on
inspection, to be worthless, and have
Teen recommended to be broken up. ’ j
THE MARKETS.
igssss
J; ‘K • ^  me“kra of Oongrea. ha*
ofpSSr'de,e8‘thenlIe
The Government has sent a oonsider-
?toc nnmber of troops to theRio Grande
frontier. The troops wiU first see that
^revolutionary bands are broken up,
and then proceed to the Rio Grande to
o„vra new YORK. .
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Anrand the Farm.
The Poultry World wys, separate
the sexes in old chickens this month,
vhile the moulting season lasts. v v'
Look for, grubfi,amcwg your peach
trees right away ; at the surface of the
ground, or just below it, you know.
Ctir up and mixed with scalded meal,
“pusley,” the Poultry World says, is
one of the best of green feeds, especially
for young chickens.
Fowls may be easily caught in day-
time by enticing them to the poultry-
house and making it dark by hanging a
blanket over the window.
A poultry keeper who lately applied
‘‘grease from the frying-pan and sul-
phur” to the heads of lousy young
chickens, soon found the lice gone— and
the chickens dead.
A Nebraska farmer reports 600 pounds
of bright sugar and 153 gallons of nice
sirup from two acres of early sorghum.
He got the sugar by hanging the thick
sirup in coffee sacks after it began to
granulate.
The farmer who wishes to avoid an
excess of labor, with unprofitable result,
will not spread a small quantity of
manure over a large surface of poor
land, but will only plow as much as he
can highly manure, when his income
will be as large and his labor nearly one-
half saved.
Cultivate thoroughly if you wish to
reap abundantly. Do not waste your
means and fritter away your time by
raising a crop of noxious weeds with
your cane or cotton or com. Keep a
watchful eye upon the farm and its sur-
roundings. But it does not follow that
you should imbibe “eye-openers” at
public houses, beer shops, or comer
groceries.
Ip the farmer improves his farm he
improves his financial condition. The
more valuable he makes it the more his
capital stock is increased, the larger will
be his returns, and when he dies the
larger will be the patrimony he leaves
his family. Fix up the old home, then.
Clean out the fence comers. Destroy
the noxious weeds. Grub out the hazel
and sassafras. Bum out the stumps.
Clean off the logs and stones. Make a
paradise on earth of your farm, for are
you not to live on it while you remain
on earth, and will not your family live
on it when you lie in yonder graveyard ?
Plant out good orchards, so that vour
family may enjoy the good fruit ‘that
you had the foresight and energy to pro-
vide for them.
As a flesh-producer, one pound
eggs is equal to one pound of beef,
hen may be calculated to consume uu
bushel of oom yearly, and to lay twelve
dozen or eighteen pounds of eggs. This
is equivalent to saving that three and
one-tenth pounds of corn will produce,
when fed to a hen, one pound of eggs.
A pound of pork, on the contrary, re-
quires about five and one- tenth pounds
of oorh for its production. When eggs
are 24 cents a dozen and pork 10 cents a
pound, we have a bushel of oom fed,
producing $2.88 worth of eggs and $1.05
of pork. Judging from these facts,
eggs must be economical in their pro-
duction and in their eating, and espe-
cially fit for the laboring man in replac-
ing meat.
As a rale, pure-bred sheep are quite
too dear to raise for mutton. The fine
wools are small ; the long wools furnish
too much fat in proportion to lean to be
profitable to the consumer. The South-
downs supply fine-grained lean meat,
but they have the drawback of being a
trifle small. A cross between .South-
down rams and merino ewes produces a
favorite class of rams for the Eastern
markets. They are hardy, mature early
and strongly display the excellent
Southdown points. these grades or
Southdown ewes are crossed with a
Ootswold or Leicester ram the progeny
will be large, and the growth rapid,
while the flesh will have a choice flavor.
To supply early lambs for the butcher
this is probably as good a cross as can be
made, as there is always a demand for
such lambs in New York and other East-
ern cities at profitable prices.
About the House.
To Preserve the Hair.— Wash it in
cold sage tea.
Liniment.— A good liniment for cuts,
braises, etc., can be made by soaking
common Mayweed leaves in alcohol.
Powdered borsx of alum ip recom-
mended as an insecticide. A pound of
alum, dissolved in two •quarts of boiling
water, and applied with a brush when
quite warm, will drive away nearly all
kinds of vermin.
Mixed Coffees.— Experience proves
that two kinds of coffee mixed make a
better beverage than any one quality
alone. Thus Java one-half and Mocha
one-half mixed make a superior coffee to
either singly. —Exchange.
Okra and Tomatoes,— Peel and slice
six ripe tomatoes; take the same amount
of tender-sliced okra and one sliced
green pepper; stew in porcelain
for twenty or thirty minutes. Season
with butter and salt and serve.
Summer Squash. — When young and
tender, do not peel or take out the
seeds, but boil in as little water as pos-
sible, from one-half to three-quarters of
an hour; drain, mash and set on the
back of the range to dryout for ten or
fifteen minutes, stirring often; season
with pepper, salt, butter or cream. If
the squash be old, peel and remove the
seeds before boiling.
To Keep Cut Boses Fresh.— Boses
camellias, and all hud-wooded flowers’
such as are used for head-dresses)
button-hole bouquets, eta, may be kept
fresh and their beauty preserved by the
following plan: Cut stems off at right
angles, and apply hot sealing-wax to the
end of the stalk immediately; this pre-
vents the sap from flowing downward,
thereby preserving the flower.
Peach-stains. — I believe the only
thing that will remove peach-stains from
white goods is Java water. .Get, say, 10
cents worth, lay your garment on a
crockery plate or dish and pour the Java
water on it. You must watch it, for it
only takes a few minutes to draw the
stam out Wash out immediately in
clean water, for if it stands too long it
will injure the goods. * * ^ •
It is a bad plan to “make up” the
beds immediately after breakfast. The
sleeping apartments in a house should
be thoroughly aired every day. Beds
should be opened every morning to the
sun and to the atmosphere. Do not be
in too much haste to get the ohambers
in order. Several hours should be de
voted to their ventilation after the night.
Let the sheets and blankets be spread
over separate chairs, the mattresses lift-
ed apar^ and the pure morning air be
allowed to get into every nook and cran-
ny of the room before the beds are
made. Better endure a little untidiness
than loss of health.
THE BOSNIANS.
Why They HesJat the Atutrien Occupation'
The resistance to the Austrians in
Bosnia, save the Chicago Inter Cccan,
seems, at first glance, short-sighted and
senseless. The g-eat powers and Turkey
agreed that Austria should oooupy
Bosnia and superintend the reconstruc-
tion of the local government The Aus-
trian commanders issued proohunations
announcing that they came as friends
and that the rights of the people would
be respected and their interests oared
for. And yet, no sooner did the Aus-
trian troops cross the frontier than they
encountered an opposition as fleroe and
stubborn as that which the Busaians en-
countered when they crossed the Dan-
ube. Mohammedans who had been at
swords’ points with Christians, and who
had been bushwhacking Bussians, and
Christians who had been assisting the
Russians and bushwhacking the Turks
forgot their differences and joined in
fighting the Austrians. Turkish regu-
lars deserted by the battaljon, and Rus-
sian regulars by the score, and joined
the insurgents. Servia stationed an
army on her frontier to keep her people
from joining in the conflict, and Austria
was compelled to send to the rear hun-
dreds of her soldiers who would not
fight.
The circumstances surrounding this
odd mixture of elements hostile to Aus-
tria give a hint as to the causes of the
trouble. First should be considered the
Pan Slavic agitation. Nearly all the
people in Bosnia and Herzegovina are
Southern Slavs, or are of the Servian
branch of the Slavic race. The lan-
guage is a dialect of the Servian, and all
the sympathies of the people are with
the Servians.
This branch of the Slavio race includes
the Servians, Bosnians, Herzegovinians,
Montenegrins, Slavonians, Dalmatians
and Croats. The allied or kindred
branohes are the Russians and the Bul-
garians. In their scheme for the union
of all the Slavic races in one great na-
tion, the leaders of the Pan Slavic move-
ment have aimed to have this group act
in harmony. Russia has encouraged
the movement when it tended to extend
her influence. Many of the Servian and
Bulgarian Pan Slavists have openly fa-
vored a union under the Czar. On tne
other hand, Austria, having a large
Slavic population, has favored the agita-
tion when it tended to extend her in-
fluence, and has bitterly opposed it when
it was under Russian direction. Hence
her imeasiness about recent troubles in
Servia, Herzegovina and Bulgaria, and
shape
One Man's Solution of the Transportation
Question— An Exclusively Freight Ball.
road Will Pay If It Is Narrow-Gauge.
Stephen D. Dillaye has an article in
Acrioncr’s, Monthly for September, in
which he demonstrates that narrow-
gauge railroads are essential to cheap
transportation. He claims that there is
a saving; first, in construction; second,
m equipment; third, in dead weight;
fourth, in increased relative power tu
cany freight; fifth, decrease in wear and
tear; sixth, decrease in running ex-
penses.
The saving in construction cannot be
accurately settled until the exact gauge
is fixed and the route is established.
Three feet, or three feet six inches
should be settled upon. With either of
these gauges the saving will vary but
little, if any, from 40 per cent. Actual
and varied experiences have established
this conclusion. These experiences have
resulted from works entered upon on
the report of a committee appointed by
various European, Asiatic and South
American Governments to visit the
Festiniog road, and examine its working
capacity, feasibility and general utility.
In July, 1870, this committee met. It
was composed of the most experienced
and thoroughly educated railroad en-
gineers of Europe. They examined in
detail the engines, cars and every ele-
ment of practical importance in their
weight, construction, size, durability,
etc. The result was a unanimous con-
currence in a report favorable to narrow-
gauge; and all the details so successfully
demonstrated in the twenty years’ ex-
periment of the Festiniog road. Russia
at once adopted the report of its com-
mission, and constructed the imperial
Livny narrow-gauge road, which it has
since operated with triumphant success.
Its cost (it is a three feet six inch track)
was 40 per cent less than four feet eight
and a half inch gauge, through a corre-
sponding country and grades. Uni-
formity of result has shown that the cost
diminishes with the width of the track.
In India, Australia, Norway, Canada,
North Germany and the United States
the cost has been as follows per mile :
Australia; $32,000; India, $19,000; Nor-
way, from $15,000 to $26,000; Canada,
$14,000; Western Statesi $10,000 to $12,-
000; Tennessee, $1 1 500. The Railway
Times estimates tne cost in ordinary
routes at $13,500. against $24,000 for
four feet eight and a half inch grade.
The New York Tribune, after exhaust-
ive examination, fixed the cost of a fully-
equipped tingle track at $18,400, as
against $25,400 for four feet eight and a
half. The Denver and Rio Grande nar-
row-gauge cost $13,500 again# $25,500
fora four foot eight and a half men on
like routes,
SAVING! IN EQUIPMENT. '
This cannot be accurately settled un-
When the Herzegovinians rebelled
against Turkish antnority some years
ago, Servia, with her armies commanded
by Russians, openly assisted the insur-
gents. Russian soldiers went without
authority from the Russian army to the
Servian army, but Ruaria did not go far
enough in the support and encourage-
ment of Servia to arouse the hostility of
Austria, But when she declared war
against the Turk, the Roumanians,
Servians, Montenegrins, Bulgarians
and all went into battle at her bidding.
In other words, the nationalities making
up one great group of the Slavic family
made common cause. In deference to
Austria, Bosnia was kept out of the
struggle.
In the treaty of San Stefano Russia
aimed to unite the Bulgarian branch of
the family in one kingdom. England
and Austria insisted on a modifleation
which divided the Bulgarians into two
states, and Russia agreed to this the
more readily because the Servian branch
of the family opposed the extension of
Bulgaria, and there was a chance for a
family row. In the treaty of Berlin,
Servia, Montenegro and Bulgaria re-
ceived fair treatment, while Bosnia,
which had been scarcely mentioned in
the treaty of San Stefano, was virtually
ceded to Austria. • This aroused the in-
dignation of the Servian Pan Slavists,
and they went to work to organize re-
sistanoe. This was not difficult, as the
Bosnians are naturally an irritable and
vindictive people, and the destruction
of their hopes of a union in the future
was good cause for irritation. They
argued that it would be better to remain
Turkish until the empire finally went to
pieces than to become Austrian.
That Russia secretly opposes the ces-
sion to Austria cannot be doubted, and
that she has encouraged the Turks to
resist is possible. If it should appear
that the Turkish Government is encour-
aging the insurgents, war between Aus-
tria and Turkey will ensue. Russia
having done her share of the fighting,
will, in such an event, stand off and
see Austria strike heavy blows at the
Ottoman empire, and complete its de-
struction.
On this theory is explained the gen-
eral opDosition to Austria.
til the gauge is settled and the route es-
tablished, The Committee of English
Governments, before alluded to, exam-
ined every detail in the Festiniog road.
The Russian, Indian, South American,
Australian, and North American roads
have verified the conclusions reached.
The capacity of platform, gondola, and
box cars, of 1,776 pounds, would average
18,200 of freight. The cost of platform
cars carrying for each wheel 3, 150, would
be $350, or $18.42 for each 1,000 pounds
of capacity, and the capacity of freight to
dead weight 1 to 2 8-10, The gondola
would carry to each wheel 3,156; cost
$385, or $21.89 for 1,000 pounds of ca-
pacity; proportion of dead weight 1 to 2
48-100. Box cars carrying to each
wheel 3,300; cost $450, or $25.71 for
each 1,000 pounds of capacity, with ca-
pacity as one is to two. ...
The Russian narrow gauge .has de-
monstrated that a platform ear, weigh-
ing 1 ton 1,800 pounds, will carrv 5 tons,
1,900 pounds. An open car weighing 1
ton 1,700 will carry 5 tons 1,600 pounds,
A closed car, weighing 2 tons lOOpounds,
will carry 5 tons 900 pounds, so that in
orrrying 850 tons, 242 would be freight
and 108 dead weight. The difference in
weight, capacity, and cost between
eight-wheeled cars for a four-feet-eigfit-
inch and a three-feet- six-inch gauge is
as follows: Three feet, weight, 8,800
pounds; capacity, 17,600; cost, $558.
Four feet eight inches, weight 19.000; ca-
pacity in full, 18,000; cost, $735. Plat-
form three feet gauge, weight, 6,250;
capacity, 19,000; cost, $350. For four
feet eight and a half inches gauge,
weight, 18,000, capacity, 18,000; cost,
$575. For gondola three feet gauge,
weight, 7,250; capacity, 18,000; cost,
$385. For four feet eight and a half
inches gauge, weight, 18,500; cost,
$625. These estimates are taken from
actual working weight on cars on the
Pennsylvania road, as compared with
the Denver and Rio Grande narrow
gauge.
SAVING IN DEAD-WEIGHT.
The saving in dead-weight, on the
narrow gauge, in cars to carry 100 tons
is 103,000 pounds. The most expert
and experienced engineers give the re-
sult as averaging on a three-feet track
two and eight-tenths of paying freight
to one ton of dead weight, and it is not
contended that on a four-feet- eight-inch
track the capacity to cany freight is
beyond the dead-weight. This is the
result of actual and prolonged experi-
ments. The difference is demonstrated
by the operations of two representative
roads. On the London and Northwest-
ern, wide gauge, a freight train, weigh-
ing with freight, 250 tons, is made up of
50 tons of freight to 200 tons of dead-
weight On the Imperial Livny Russian,
narrow gauge, a train weighing 354
tons is made to carry 260 tons of freight
and 94 tons of dead-weight To carry
this 260 tons of freight, the wide gauge
requires as an average 1,040 tons of
carriages. As 94 tons is to 1,040, so is
the difference between tne two systems.
This brings me to
THE INCREASED POWER TO CABBY FREIGHT.
Actual statistics show that the four-
feet-eight-inch gauge uses four tons of
dead-weight to carry one ton of freight
The fact is deduced from a report of Mr.
Sweet, an eminent and well-known en-
gineer of New York, made up from the
working tobies of the various wide-
gauge roads. All freight carried on
passenger roads— and nearly every road
in the United States has been construct-
ed with special reference to the passen-
ger traffio—is carried at double the ex-
pense that it could be carried on- pure
freight roads. I have shown that it
can be carried on narrow-gauge at one-
half the expense it can be carried on
wide gauges. These facts established, I
am brought to the question of
DXOREASED WEAR AND TEAR.
This results from decreased friction,
decreased weight, and decreased colli-
sions. The wear and tear on rolling
stock and on the rails and road-bed is
con ceded to be in exact ratio to the
width ’between the rails and to the
weight and speed with which trains are
rolled over the track. On the basis I
have shown, a four-feet-eight-inch track
wonld have to bear the motion of 50,-
000,000 tons, to 20,000,000 tons on a
three-feet track, to carry the same
amount of freight. The ratio then is 20
to 50 in favor of the narrow gauge. So,
too, the wear and tear, as the train is
drawn faster than ten miles an hour, is
increased in the exact ratio of the in-
crease of speed. The principles which
determine these results are too plain to
require further elucidation, and I pro-
ceed to the matter of
DECREASED RUNNING EXPENSES.
The expenses of running a railroad
are measured generally, first, by the
cost of construction and equipment, and
second by the passengers and freight it
carries. The cost of rolling-stock be-
tween the tbree-feet and the four-feet-
eight-inch track is as 21 is to 32, and
the structure as 20 is to 80. The oa-
parity as 2 8-10 is to 1, so that the cost
of running a narrow gauge would be
less than one-half the cost of running a
wide gauge.
gymnastics. When Mr. Hale goes to
t*1® brook he calls them with a peculiar
wmstie, and they soon oome rushing
briskly from down stream. Not long ago
he brought them his usual luooh of fish
and mackerel, when only the larg* one
came. The eel waited a few moments,
then turned down stream, and soon
came back, bringing his tardy family to
supper.— Httston Globe}
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
Culture and Humor In Western Farm
Life.
Quite often, in the course of my ram-
bles, I have found Western farm-houses
furnished in exquisite taste from library
to kitchen. Chairs, tables, carpets, cur-
tains and pictures, in many of our coun-
try homes, have been chosen with a cor-
rectness of judgment rarely evinced by a
large class of most excellent city folk.
In the matter of books, a farmer of the
better class generally selects with great
care and with a view to solid mental food.
But a taste for light fiction, poetry, music
and painting is not wantihg; It is sur-
prising, indeed, to find how generally
tbe works of the leading British and
American poets and novelists are read
among the raral classes of ti)e West The
younger American poets are as well
known, by their writings, West as East
Even Hawthorne, whom to read and ap-
preciate is high evidence of literary
taste and intelligence, has found very
many of his sincerest admirers inside
the homes of the “Hoorier” and the
“Buckeye.” Not long since, while so-
journing for a fortnight or so on the shore
of one of our Western lakes, I had the
pleasure of spending several evenings at
a farm-house where, as a member of the
family for the time, I was allowed to
hear one of George Eliot’s novels
read aloud by the farmer’s daughter.
Everywhere m the West the leading
literary journals, both weekly aud
monthly, are subscribed for by the
farmers, for the pleasure and instruction
of their families, while many of them
take a daily paper. But, despite all
that can be said to the contrary, the
genus rusticus, which has by some one
been rendered into English and made to
mean “ rusty cuss,” still largely asserts
itself in our rural regions— a genus of
the copperas breeches, ginger-cake-lov-
ing ilk, to whom we owe the racy, soil-
flavored smack of original humor, pecul-
iar to the Ohio and Mississippi river
valleys. Farm life in the West seems to
have developed broad, oomioo-humorous
ways of speech, and it cannot be denied
tiiat much of this humor, coarse though
it is, possesses the inimitable charm of
outright home manufacture. Through
certain of our local Western journals
the world has of late caught very dis-
tinct glimpses of it But I am sure that
the best Western humor has never yet
been reduced to type. It is scattered
about in rural neighborhoods, and most
of it is finally lost by being carelessly
thrown aside as “old.” Most of what
has been given to the world, in books
and monthly magazines, as Western hu-
mor, has been first put through a refin-
ing prooecs of double doctoring, by
which something more than a mere
modicum of the home flavor has been
allowed to exhale. It may be enun-
ciated as a rule that the more ignorant
claw of Western farmers discovers a far
quicker and finer sense of homor
does the somewhat educated and refined
class. So soon as a smattering of books
and newspapers gets into a clod, the
sharp salt of the earth seems to go out,
and there comes self-oonsoiousness and
a straining after unnatural effects.—
Maurice Thompson, in Scribner for
September.
Mr. Hale’s Eels.
There is a curious case at Rookport of
the singular attachment sometimes in-
stituted between man and the lower ani-
mals. A Mr. Hale has been for a long
time accustomed to throw bits of food
for some eels in a little brook that runs
along the back of his lot. Latterly he
observed that they seemed to be waiting
for his visit, and with a little training
they were induced to eat food directly
from his hand. Then they learned to
play and fondle about his fingers, held
in tlie water, and enjoyed his caresses.
More recently the largest one of the
four— a huge old fellow, over two feet
long and very large around— allows Mr.
Halo to take him entirely out of the
water, slide him about freely from hand
to hand, apparently enjoying the novel
The fall term of the State Norma
School opens Sept 19.
Fifth District Democrats have put
Hyram J. Hoyt in nomination for Con-
gress.
The manufacture of stoves in Detroit
is larger this summer than during any
previous season.
The Jackson people think of nirimy
naphtha to light their streets and
their expenses $1,000 less than they are
for gas. J
At Worth, Sanilao county, the other
day, John Papst foundaflobk of nine
shetp lying under a tree dead, killed bylightning. J
The Miohigan firemen are returning
from the Chicago tournament flushed
with victory— and beer, too, in some
mm*.— Detroit Nexus.
“Big George Eberle,” a noted loir
character of Ludington, took a drink
with a friend, the other night,
and laid down and died. The
cause of his death was probably a
gun-shot wound inflicted by his son some
time ago.
In the display of the firemen at Chica-
go, on the 3d, there were twenty bands
of musio in line, but the Ionia band of
nineteen pieces, Charles Dye, drum ma-
jor, and D.Hovt, leader, carried off all
toe honors, and are duly awarded them
by the Chicago papers.
Thb Detroit saloon-keepers who com-
bined to defeat the Liquor laws by hold-
ing a picnic at Arbeitor Hall on Sunday,
and openly selling wine and beer, came
tognef in tbe Police Court, being fined
from $50 to $100 each. The whole par-
ty and their attorneys are still held on a
charge of conspiracy to perform an un-
lawful act
Miss Alvir Sullivan, an elderly lady,
of Portland, Ionia county, fell from the
top to the bottom of the chamber stairs
one night last week while walking in
her sleep, and the rather steep state-
ment is added that the fall didn’t wake
her, and that she walked up-staire and
back to bed again, where she was found
painfully bruised all over.
Thi distemper among cows is still
causing great fatality in the western
part of Detrojk The first aign of the
mn*n «« t-— home St
This is a sure
— — has the disease.
Then her appetite fails and she soon
dies.
Henry Sling erland is under arrest at
Manifltee, charged with marrying a girl
13 years and 2 months old, n The mar-
riage ceremony was performed by Geo.
B. Pierce, a Justice of the Peace of
Pleasant township, who claims that he
was imposed upon by the groom. The
mother of the girl, a widow, Is so
grieved that she is confined to her bed:
In Maple Grove, Bany county, is a
large tract of waste land, known as “ the
big huckleberry marsh,” which, when
improved, will rank among the finest
lands in the town. A. P. Cook, of Jack-
son county, owns a large portion of it,
and is having a huRe ditoh 7 feet wide,
Steet deep, and 548J rods long, dug to
Twenty years ago a propeller loaded
with copper, on ita way i from Ontona-
gon, was wrecked a few miles west of
the present Portage Lake ship csnal
Time and again efforts have been made
to recover her valuable cargo, A
portion of the copper has been recov-
ered and this season finds a party of ad-
yenturers up that wav trying to locate
the balance of the sunken treasure.
On the 23d of August last the shingle-
mill of A. Atwood, of Maple VaUeyTwae
totally destroyed by fire. Loss, $6,000, *
and no insurance. Before the fire was
out and the smoke from the burned
building had cleared away Mr. Atwood
was planning and making arrangements
to rebuild the mill on the same ground.
A new structure is now up, covered, and
will, nothing unusual preventing, be in
running order in thirty days from the
date of the fire, Mr. Atwood has a lum-
ber mill in the same place.
The other day a tramp broke into a
farmer's house northwest of Port Saui-
lao and ransacked it throughout. He
did not find any cash to reward his la-
bors, although quite an amount was in
a box near the head of a bed. He found
a revolver in a trunk, and, after getting
all the cheese and pie he wanted, went ‘
to shooting at a mark. A son of the
farmer, coming in from work on the
farm, discovered him and was shot in
the leg for his pains. At last accounts
the tramp had not been captured, al-
though a large party of men are on his
track.
The section hands on the railroad re-
cently found in a piece of woods adjoin-
ing the track, a short distance east of
the junction near Jackson, what might
be called a counterfeit rail Itwuoare-
fully made from pine lumber, the full
length of a rail, and blackened so as to
look like one. The evident design of
the wretches who made this was to re-
move a full-length rail and put this
counterfeit in its plaoe. It is possible
that the hand-car of the section men
might have passed over this without the
fraud being discovered, but it is certain •"
u ______ ___ 1 ____ i • . .
a terrible acoideu ', have been he resi
Short work should be made of fellc
who plaoe obstructions on railn
tracks.— Adrian Times.
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A WEDDING AND A FUNERAL.
Hardly hid we received r handsome lot
of cake from the silver wedding on Friday
evening, as a token of courtesy to the
press, on Monday morning last, from the
hands of Mrs. E. J. Harrington, when the
alarm spread over Eighth street that Mr.
and Mrs. E. J. Harrington's oldest daugh-
ter, Frances M. Eagle, was at death’s
door by the nse of chloroform, in the
dental office of Dr. Gee, and which termi-
nated fatally.
The history of the case in brief is this:
Mrs. Eagle wished to have fonr teeth ex-
tracted, and did not want to have it done
without the use of chloroform. Her par-
ents, the dentist, and Dr. 8. L. Morris, at-
tending physician, however, remonstrated
with her and tried to persuade her not to
take it, hut she insisted on it, and the pro-
cedure was commenced by an examination
of the pulse, and the ordering of loosen,
ingof tight garments. The chloroform
was administered in the usual manner by
Mrs. Gee, and no signs of danger occurred
until after the pulling of the second tooth,
when she showed signs of nausea. The
doctors immediately tried to relieve her,
but instead of coming out of it, she ap-
parently swooned, but which was dying,
as events subsequently proved. She was
then placed upon a lounge and every
available remedy and effort was used to
bring her out of the apparent swoon, but
all efforts were in vain, even the electric
battery failed to get the slightest response.
While these efforts were being made Dr.
B. Ledehoer was also called in, and after-
wards Dr. Annis, but she was beyond
human aid, and the case was abandoned.
It was ordered that an inquest be immed
iately held. A jury was summoned before
Justice Van Scholven, acting as coroner,
and were sworn over the dead body of
Mrs. Frances M. Eagle, and the following
report and verdict was rendered by them
on Wednesday last:
“Ah inquisition taken at the dental office
of Dallas M. Gee, in the City of Holland,
in said (Ottawa) County, on the ninth day
of September, A. D. 1878, before Gerrit
Van Schelven, one of the Justices of the
Peace of the City of Holland, in and for
said County, upon the view of the body of
Frances Matilda Eagle, then and there
lying dead, by the oaths of the jurors
whoee names are hereunto subscribed,
who, being sworn to inquire in behalf of
the People of this State, when, in what
manner, and by, what means the said
Frances Matilda Eagle came to her death,
upon their oaths do say;
That Frances Matilda Eagle, late of
the City of Holland, in the county afore*
aaW, on the 9th day of September^ A. D.
1878, at the dental office of one Dallas M.
Gee, on Eighth street, in the city aforesaid
in the county aforesaid, she, the said
Frances Matilda Eagle, then and there
being for the purpose of having four teeth
extracted from the mouth of her, the said
Frances M. Eagle, by Dallas M. Gee afore*
said, and then and there upon her ex-
pressed desire and for the purpose afore-
said bad administered to her a certain
quantity of chloroform, to- wit: about one-
half ounce, by one Clara Gee, in the man-
ner as follows to wit: by pouring said
chloroform upon a napkin and holding
said napkin from the nose of her, the said
Frances M. Eagle, at a distance of about
six inches, thereby causing her to inhale
the vapors of the said chloroform, she, the
said Clara Gee being assisted in the said
administration of the chloroform by Dallas
M. Gee, he, the said Dallas M. Gee, being
a dentist and the husband of her, the said
Clara Gee, the said administration of the
said chloroform in the manner and by the
persons aforesaid then and there being
made under the direction of one Sylvester
L. Morris, lie being in attendance upon
her the said Frances M. Eagle, as a phy-
sician, which administration of the said
chloroform to the said Frances M. Eagle
and the inhaling thereof by her in the
manner aforesaid, and owing to a certain
idiosyncrasy or pathological condition of
the system of her, the said Frances M.
Eagle, then and there not ascertained by
the said Sylvester L. Morris; attending
physician as aforesaid, then and there pro-
duced asphyxia of her, the said Frances M.
Eagle, of which said asphyxia, produced
in the manner aforesaid, she, the said
Frances M. Eagle then aud there died, in
about ten minutes from and after the
said chloroform was administered and
inhaled in the manner *as aforesaid; and
so the jurors aforesaid do say, that the
said Frances M. Eagle in manner and by
the agencies and means aforesaid came to
her death.
In testimony whereof the said Justice of
the Peace and the jurors of this inquest,
have hereunto set their hands, this elev-
enth day of September, A. D. 1878, at the
City and County aforesaid."
Simon Spribtsma,
Otto J. Doksduko,
Andriks Stekktbr,
Dib*B.K. VanRaalte,
Arend Visschbr,
Willem Wakkbk.
Gerrit Van Schelven.
Juitici of the Peace.
This very sudden death of a member
of so prominent a family and following up
the silver wedding of the previous Friday
evening suggested to ns the above heading,
and was the cause of a widespread feeling
of sympathy and awe as soon as it became
known that she was dead.
Her husband residing in Russellville, Ar-
kansss, was telegraphed for, but lie being
hemmed in by the yellow fever districts,
could not come to be present at the
funeral.
Preparations were then made for the fu-
neral on Wednesday forenoon, at Hope
Church, Rev. Dr. Scott and Rev. Dr.
Phelps officiating, which was attended
by a vast concourse of people.
The sudden death and funeral following
so closely in the wake of a wedding has
cast a gloom over that family which can
more easily be Imagined than described.
She leaves a husband and one child— a
fine boy which was not yet weaned from
its mother. Her age was 23 years and 4
months.
A pine lot of
ceived at
summer Shawls just re-
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Gtoigs Peabody and Socialism,
Some people imagine that rich men are
becoming more wedded to riches, more
aggressive in the acquisition of wealth, at
the expense of the working classes. Hence
the agitation in favor of Socialism. There
may be grounds for this imagination, but
we have yet in our midst our Peter Coop-
re's, our George Peabody’s and our Miss
Nightingale’s— who think more of the
welfare of the struggling classes, than
many are aware of, and who employ their
time and money in extending good to as
many as possible In their declining years.
One of those is an old retired physician by
the name of J. P. Mountain, whose ad
dress is Ogdensburg, N. Y., who has had
placed in bis bonds a simple cure for Con-
sumption, Catarrh, Asthma, Headache
and Nervousness. The old gentleman
has means which make him independent,
and he employs his time and money in a
very laudable enterprise. He sends the
recipe free to any person sending for it,
with instructions for preparing and using,
requiring only that the party so sending
enclose a stamp to pay the postaee. He
has now distributed over one million of
those recipes, and in this part many have
been cured by the use of the same. It ia
said to be very reliable, and those who
are troubled with any of those diseases
would do well to address the philanthropic
old gentleman, and have a trial of the
recipe, which has cured so many.
28-ly-e o w
Accomplished at Last.
The grand climax of success is at last
achieved. The poor rejoice, the sick
arise and walk, the rich bask in the bright
sunshine of perlect health. The physical
miseries of the human frame need no
longer be endured. Dr. King's Califor-
nia Golden Compound, for Dyspepsia, Con-
stipation, Sick Headache, Coming up of
Food, Jaundice. Liver Complaint, Bilious
new, General Debility, Drowsiness and
Low Spirits. This wonderinl remedy will
pcsitively cure, and that where every other
remedy has failed. To prove that this
wonderful remedy will do all we claim for
it you are presented with a trial bottle free
of cost, by which you will readily perceive
iis wonderful curative qualities, aud which
will show you what a regular one dollar
s ze bottle will do. For sale by Heber
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
You must Cure that Cough.
With Shiloh’s Consumption Cure you
can cure vourself. It has established the
fact that Consumption can he cured, while
for Coughs, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough,
Asthma, and all other diseases of Throat
and Lungs, is absolutely without an equal,
1 wo doses will relieve >our child of Croup,
t is pleasant to take and perfectly harm-
less to the youngest child, and no mother
can afford to be without it. You can
Ladies’ Best Goat Button Shoes, $2.00,
Ladies Best French Kid Shoes, $8.00,
Ladies Best Serge Shoes, $1.00, Walking
Shoes, 7S cents and $1.00, elegant styles
at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot aud
Shoes Store, 28 Canal street, GrandRapids. 20-tf
Evert lady should get a Dress Lift for
20 cents at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
—  - — - — N
Bucklin’s Arnica Salve.
The best Salve in the world for Cuts
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped bauds, Chilblains, Corns, and
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
in every case or money rolunded. Price
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
A Fine White Dress Shirt the best in
the city for $1.00 at the Cheap Cash Store
of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
- -
Eastern Salt at $1.30 per barrel and at
wholesale for $1.25 per barrel at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
-- - -*•»»
Don’t fail to visit the Great Chicago
Bankrupt Bjot and Shoe Store, 28 Canal
street, when you visit Grand Rapids. We
guarantee you a saving of 40 per cent.
T he finest No. 1 Mackeral can be found
at the cheap cash store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
While coughs and colds are very prev
alent, we recommend a trial of Young’s
Cough and Lung Syrup. tf
Four Badger State Fanning Mills will be
sold cheap, cal! and see them at the ware-
house of E. J. Harrington. They aie for
sale cheap for cash or produce.
Hand made Calf Boots, $2.50 and $3.00
at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
Shoe Store, 28 Canal street, Grand Rqpids.
A NEW STORE.
FRUIT! FRUIT!
SSSwSS
or MU, vegetable!, and fanning produce at regu
market price*.
Cash Paid for Butter and
Eras.
I will keep on hand a fall supply of Groceries and
Provisions, which will be sold cheap for cash.
Give me a trial and sell and
buy to your advantage.
G. A. KONING.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 23, 1878. 28-8m
GREAT REDUCTION
- 1 2ST -
SUMMER GOODS
StJOK AS
Linen Dusters,
PANTS, VESTS, ETC.
Men’s Boots, and Shoes, will
be slaughtered to mate
room for a large new
stock.
CONSUMPTION CURED !
vlSs2?diS&ed’»iW1 oli?5tlred physician, haw
iratlw.
f Addreas wUh two 8e
•tampe to pay pootagi
*•_ ~ ' “d envelope.
J. f. KOWTABff, Ogdenitarg, T
A Fresh Block of
GROCERIES
Is offered to the Public and will be sold Cheap
P . BO O T ,
Opposite H. Meyer A Co’s Furniture Store.
Pans, Parasols, Gents’ Summer
Hats, and all that class of
goods will be sold very cheap
for the next few days.
A SUPERB ARTICLE OF
English Breakfast TEA
And a splendid variety of other Teas.
A large lot of new Bleached and Unbleached
Sheetings, Muslins, etc.,
Sheetings from 1 yard wide to Stf yards wide.
Ladies hose in endless variety,
cheaper than ever. Call
and See.
KLEYN— Mrs. L. Kleyn, Sept. 9th. 1878, st 9 P.
M., after several months of great suffering, aged
68 years ard 9 months.
JUST OPENED
GER/E.A.T
Chattle Mortgage
SALE
of all kinds of
Ladies’ Gents’ & Children’s
Boots | Shoes
fall ^ jort^etttof First-
All goods have to be sold at any
price, regardless of cost within
the next ten days.
Auction Unlay, commencing at 8 o’clock, p. m.,
and at 7 P- m. In the evening at Vennema’s store,
Holland, Mich.
Tobacco and Cigars, Candies, Nuts,
and a full line of staple Grocer-
ies can always be found at
this Store.
Respectfully soliciting a share of yonr trade,
you are invited to call and hoc for yourself.
P BOOT
Holland, August 9, 1878.
Jurors,
- ----- • *''”w 7 .*“”*“ **. *»»u unn use
two thirds of a bottle and if what we say
is not true we will refund the price paid.
Price, 10 cts. 50 cts. and $1.00 per bottle.
If your lungs are sore or chest or back
lame use Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold
by D. R Meengs, H. Walsh, W. Van
Putten and J. O. Doesburg.
Have you Dyspepsia, are you constipa
ted, have you a Yellow skin, Loss of Ao-
P??*. Head Ache, if so, don’t fail to use
Shiloh's Svstem Vitalizer. It Is guaran-
teed to relieve you, ami Bill you continue
to suffer when you can be cured on such
terms as these. Price 10 cts. and 75 cts.
Sold by I). R. Meengs, H. Walsh, W.
Van Putten and J. O. Doesburg.
Wells’ Persian Perfume “Hnckmctack"
is rich and fragrant try it. Sold by D.
R Meengs, H. Walsh, W. Van Putten and
J. O. Doesburg.
Additional forat
Mortgage Sale.
pVEFAULT hiving been made In the conditions
iff ^0f * Fvrt?,D bei*rinK Me the First
(1st) day of July. A. D. 1872. given by Margaret J.
Munger, then of the town of Grand Haven. Ottawa
County. Michigan, to Thomaa H. Blgnell. i f the
same place, and recorded to the office of the Reds-
ter of Deeds for Ottawa County, Michigan, the 1st
day of July, 1872. in Liber X of Mortgages, on
page 425; and upon which morrgage there is
now claimed to be due at the present date for
principal and interest the sum of one hundred and
eleven dollars and fifty-five cents fi’.ll.M), and no
suit or proceeding at law or equity having been in
stunted to recover said debt or any part thereof;
Now, therefore, Notice U hereby given, that by vir-
tue Of A Dower of enntalno^ In rn.lA — __ I
ERRORS
t'hUOKHI
Catholic
CHURCH.
Agent Wanted
The best book ever published
Contril)
The ...... .
on Romanism. tributed by
the ablest Divines of thedltlerent
Denominations, Illuitratedwith
— T TT’ Plne 9lee] Kngfavlngs of Bishops
Marvin and Bowman, and Portraits of the other
contributors. We being the Pubilsbers. and em-
ploying no middlemen are able to give direct to
Canvassers the largest commlasloas. Bell Rapid-
ly. For terms and circulars. Address,
J. H. CHAMBERS A CO.
St. Urals, Mo.
- - power of sale contained in said mort-
gage and the Statute in such case made and pro-
vided, the said mo tgsge will be foreclosed by a
a ^5^! c V??^ae the mortmed pretnlfes,
d P*rr I hf*/l in Anlri rnnrtitmn* —U . Altaic* 
Golden ^ machine, and Pure Lard Oil,
tre of
ISBURG.
iiiaciiiiiG, h u
always on baud, at the drug store of
J. O. DOE
-  -
A nice lot of Carets at from 20 to 75
cents per yard just received at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Query: "Why will men smoke com-• ----- - • — ^ •••wag K-aAawnu V.WUJ-
mon tobacco, when they can buy Marburg
Bros. 'Seal of North Carolina,' at (he sameprice?" 4viy
- Wi - -
Best White Lime only $1.00 per barrel
at
E. J. HARRINGTON’S.
The Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
Shoe Store sells A No. 1, hand-made Kip
Boot*, every pair warranted for $2.50, 28
Canal street, Grand Rapids, 26-tf
- — —
Dr. F. 8. Ledehoer has made arrange-
ments to keep his office at the Drug Store
oi J. O. Doesburg, where he can be found
from 10 to II a. m. and 8 to 4 p. m., or at
his residence on Eighth street, near C. &
M. L. S. R. R. crossing, where
described in said mortgage, to-wlt: All that cer
tain piece or parcel of land situate and being In
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and
described as follows, to wit: commencing fifty rods
west from the south-east corner of section eleven
(11) town (7) north of range sixteen (IS) west and
running north eighty rods, thence we«t forty rods,
thence south eighty rods, thence east forty rods to
place of beginning, containing twenty acres of
land, at the front door of the Conn House, In the
city of Grand Haven, in Mid Ottawa County. Mich-
iguu. on Saturday, the 14th day of De-
cember, 1818, si one o’clock in the afternoon,
of said day, to pay the sum due on sild mortgage
with Interest and costs including an attorney lee
of twenty-five dollars provided for In said mortgage.
Dated, Grand Haven, August 26. 1878.
THOMAS H. BIGNELL. Mortgaiee.
Lowing A Cross, Attorneys for Mortgagee.
CHEAFljCEEAF!
We have )u*t added to our stock of
NEW FURNITURE
- ALL KINDS OF -
Sewing Machines
A New and Beautiful
Parlor Suits, v
Lounges,
Easy Chairs, Etc.
— Also the beat —
WALNUT CASKETS
~-’~«A.2>T3D — ' —
FINE COFFINS
Ever introduced into this City.
We offer all at extremely
Insurance Notice.
Home of New York,
British America,
Under writters of N Y.
Firemans’ Fund of Cal.
Orient of Hartford, Conn.
Roger Williams, R. I.
Wo represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
Companies. In this City, wltn a total capital of over
$12,000,009.
Holund, Mich., August 7th, 1878.
Howard & McBride.
28- tf
N. K. Fairbanks Tin Caddy
Lard, the best in the country.
Also, No. 1 Mackerel, for sale
cheap.
Store oft. the Cheap Cash
E. J. Harrington.
A CHANGE!
Having purchased the hardware stock ar.d busl
ness contained in the store lormerly occupied b
MR. G. J. KROON,
I respectfully solicit the custom of every fame
and ciUsen who mav feel inclined to deal with me
I shall keep on hand and will sell cheap
Y'O'Rj CASH
The beat kinds of
Parlor and Cooking
STOVES.
CUTLERY, and everything else in our line.
Farming Implements as chea
as anywhere.
Tinware repaired and made to Ordei
Opposite the Post-Office.
WM. O MELI8.
Holland, August, 81. 1878. »-lm
PiQ
Has become widely known as theon.y compe-
tent and reliable traveling Physician. Hia reputa-
tion has been acquired by honest, fair dealing and
years of auccesefal practice in the treatment of all
Chronic Diseases and Deformities as a specialty.
Does not claim to be Infallible or to know every-
thing, or to core everybody; bntdoes claim that a
large and extensive prectlcceind unparalleled *uc-
ceaa, as . vldence to sustain it, ia the beat proof of
* Physician a skill. He treats annually from five to
«x thousand persons. Experience is worth every-
thing. Knowledge gained from treating and curing
thousands of cases enables him to know the
cause and the remedy needed. He never injured a
human being by excessive dragging, or dvatr wed
a life by experiment and it is not necessary to
change diet or occupation while under hla treat-
ment
— -------- «. — lie will | ^ n cali cun
•mil an cTnl Vi refld!T 10 nn8VV,T any ! W figure*- <'°me and See.
culls, day or night. 20-3m H. MEYER & CO.
Orgar.a, Brain, Nerves. Bonea. Joints, Deformities
MaironnaUoue, Catarrh, Rbenmatlem, Bores, Ulcers
Tumors, Cancers, Bltwal or Skin, and al) ptrsona
that are troubled with any ailment or Inconven-
ence of any name or nature, are Invited to call and
investigate before they abandon hope.
Candlp in opinion, reasonable in charges, and
will not nrge or persuade you to take treatment,
and no one will be treated unless there is a strong
probability of a core or permanent benefit. Make
interrogation and decide for yourself. Consults
tiou free. Medicines Cash, don’t ask for credit.
WILL HE AT
HOLLAND, City Hotel, on Monday, Sept.
30th. until 4 p. m.
. GRAND RAPIDS, Rathbun House, ou the
I*1 ““d iMn days of every month. Address, Dr.
J- C. Kennedy, Rathbun House, Grand Rnplds,
Mich., with stamp.
SOOTS A SHOES
A complete stock of Boots and Shoi
for Ladies’ and Gentlemen. Also,
Rubbers, Slippers
Ladies’ walking shoes, etc., at a bargai
at the
Cheap Cash Store of
N. J. HA(R(RIJJGT0}\
A HEW STORE
H. W. VERBEEK & C(
Have re-opened their extensive Furniture hi
ness, closed by the big fire of 1871, on the cornet
Ninth A River Streets.
In opening this store we open the finest i
laruest Furniture store in Ottawa Co., and reept
fully invite onr old enstoraers to come and
amine onr stock of goods, consisting of the fin
and best kinds of furniture to the cheapest,
eluding all the latest styles, snch as East La
Queen Anne, etc., which we offer at
Very Low Prices
Having bought everything now wo can sell lot
with a small profit, than old stock can be sold
coat.”
A complete stock; come an
see for yourself.
. Remaining Proprietors of the
_ mCBlTIX
Planing Mill
We are prepared to mannfactnre furniture lo on
and can afford to sell common ware very cheap.
We also keep ourselves prepared to do all klr
of Planing. Matching, Re-sawing, making of Doc
Bash ami Blinds, etc.,
H. W. VERBEEK & Co
Holland. Mich.. July 25, 1873.
lotting!!.
The Allegan County Pair opens on Tues-
day tbe 24th Inst.
Mr. H. Boone, has Just returned from
Illinois with a dozen nice looking horses.
Rev. J. Noordewier, will preach to-mor-
row in the True Dutch Reformed Church
of this city.
The collection taken up in the First
Reformed Church, on Sunday last, for the
relief of the yellow fever sufferers,
amounted to $75 07.
- -
Rev. Dr. Q. II. Mandeville, temporary
President of Hope College, arrived in town
on Thursday lust, and will preach to mor-
row (Sunday) in Hope Church, both morn-
ing and evening.
A Greenback meeting will be held on
Tuesday evening next, September 17th, in
the old store of Mr. J. W. Bosman.
Messrs. Win. N. Angel and V. W. Seeley,
will address the people.
The schooner Manitowoc, owned by
Mr. H. Glass, of Racine, loaded with deals
from ports on Lake Michigan, is lost in
tbe Gulf, and is a total loss. We under-
stand that Mr. P. de Fey ter is a loser by
the loss of the Manitowoc.
On Tuesday last Mr. J. Van Putten took
Ids blind boy, Marinus, to the asylum for
the deaf, dumb and blind, at Flint, Mich.,
to give him an education, if possible. Mr.
Gerardus Smith took a deaf and dumb son
to the same place on the same day.
Mr. John Van Tubbcrgen got his left
hand injured on yesterday morning by
getting it jammed between the hand car
on theChi. & M. L. S. R. R. and machin-
ery b<^ transported thereon. Two fin-
gers of the left hand were almost pinched
Mrs. J. Trimpe acoidentally fell off the
stoop of her residence while watering her
house plants on Monday afternoon and
dislocated her hip joint and broke the
"surgical neck” of the bone. Considering
the lady is in her 70ih year, she is doing
remarkably well at present
Mrs. L. Kleijn, aged 69 years, died ol
Monday night last, and was buried from
the Third Reformed Church oaJVednes
day last. She had been ailing for months,
had a bad fall down the cellar some
The weather is raw and cool.
Gold is steady 100^, or greenbacks at
99% cents.
- — -
A cloud of grasshoppers passed over
Denver a few duys ago.
The election in Maine convinces me
that when I turned my recent somersault
I struck on my feet.— Affe/i 0. Thurman.
—  — » -
The “points have at last arrived and
Mr. C. Blom, Jr. is hard to work with an
able gang of assistants in putting down
tbe drive well’s for fire purposes.
Another chance to buy goods cheap
will be given to day at Vennema’s store.
An immense stock of fine boots and shoes
will be auctioned off regardless of cost.—
See advertisement.
The assassin Nobeling, who tried to
kill Emperor William recently, died on
Tuesday last from the effect of his wounds.
The immediate cause of Nobcling’s death
was paralysis of the lungs.
— - - -
On Saterday afternoon last Mr. Albert
Micbmershuizen injured his right hand
while coupling cars, at the depot of C. &
M. L. 8. R. R. It will lay him up for
several days, but the hand, it is hoped,
will heal up and be as well as ever.
Rev. Wm. M. Coplin has returned from
the Conference, and is permitted to stay
another year among us. He was congrat-
nlated on all sides, and quite a general
expression of welcome was manifested by
the people at large on learning the result.
While Mr. Geo. W. McBride and wif
spent a couple of days in our city last
week, some thief broke into their house
at Grand Haven, and took some clothing
and jewelry, to the value of fifty dollars.
Politics must run dreadful high in Grand]
Haven.
Good wheat sells at 90 cents, per bush.
It is the Chicago Journal which remarks
that Utah is the Turkey of Ameilca.
“Grand Rapids, Mich., has the finest
tnd liveliest Business College in the coun-
try,” says the Watern Rural, of Chicago.
The impression that Chinamen cannot
have yellow fever was dissipated in Mem-
phis by the death of Ah Chin, a Mongo-
lian, of the prevailing disease.
O’Connell was as bitter on Peel as up-
on Disraeli. Alluding to Sir Robert's
blandness, be said that the right honor
able baronet’s smile was like the silver
plate on a coffim ,
Efforts are making in Germany under
its new currency system to economize the
use of gold by employing checks. The
check system of payment has never made
much pi^gress In this country.
List Of letters remaining in the Post
office at Holland, Mich., Sept. 12th, 1878:
John Devine, Mrs. Hatty Carry, Mrs. C.
A. Galusha, Philip Maguire, Andrew
Waken.
Wm. Verbkek, P. M.
A farm sixty miles long and ten wide
in one tract, mostly fenced, U that ot
Miller & Lux, cattle monopolists, of Cali-
fornia. They have 80,000 head of stock,
own 700,000 acres of choice land, and are
rated as worth $15,000,000.
 -- >•••- 
On Saturday last the engine belonging
to the fruit train on Chi. & M. L. 8. R. R.
ran off the track at St. Joseph, Mich., and
pvas upset. Mr. Davenport, the engineer,
as hurt; but the fireman, A. A. McDonald,
imped into the empty tender and saved
imself. '
The report of the appearances of yellow
fever in a family living two miles north
of Cairo, HI., is confirmed. The quaran-
tine physician at Carlo reports the symp-
toms of that type, and says the place in
which the family lived is surrounded
with swamps and reeking with malaria.
Pikter Boet, who was so terribly in-
jured two m mths ago, at Grand Haven,
lich., is walking about, and will soon be
well as ever. In this case the strong con-
ititution and good courage has carried the
months ago, and grew worse and worse Isufferer through, to the astonishment of
until dropsy set in and ended her career/ every one who knew the nature of the in-
on earth at tbe time stated.
Mr. H. R. Luce has opened his marblk
business temporarily in the building next
to the new broom factory, on Fish street,
* and near the Allegan depot. The fire was
a total loss to Mr. Luce, and consequently
all new jobs which can be given him in
his line will j>e gratefully received,
will materially aid him in bridging
this sad calamity.
jury.— Grand Haven Herald.
 j
and
7
Ex-Mayor Cappon and Mr. Dangre-
mond, of Overijsel, have returned from
their European trip and arrived in this
city on Tuesday last. Mr. Cappon made
a short visit to the Paris Exposition, and
thinks the exposition is in many respects
inferior to the Centennial Exposition at
Philadelphia in ’76. Both gentlemen re-
port having had a very pleasant lime in
the Netherlands.
In speaking about our good wheat mar-
ket recently, and showing that we paid the
higheat market price in Western Michigan,
our attention was drawn to the fact that
as large a firm as H. Leonard & Son, in
the city of Grand Rapids, advertise fruit
jars aud cam (quart size) at $1.25 per dozen,
while our merchants don’t pretend to ask
any more than $1.10 per doz. This is only
one of the items that goes to show that
our farmers can buy cheaper and sell dearer
in this city than in Grand Rapids.
Considerable improvements are being
made in i^nd about the City Hotel. Large
double doors are being put in between the
room formerly occupied by Mrs. Wheeler
as a Millinery store and the main office,
and the old store will be handsomely flu
up for a sitting room for gentlemen
the rear part of that large roo
separated aud kept in readiness fo
pie room for traveling agents,
tion to this it is proposed to prepare the
vacant ground immediately east of the
hotel for a croquet ground. When com-
pleted these improvements will add con-
siderable to the attraction of this hotel for
its headers and transient guests.
We notice solicitors around town for
India rubber stamps to be need in stamp-
ing one’s own stationery, cards, envelopes,
etc., and we would call the attention of
our intelligent merchants to the fact that
they, nor any other human being can
makes nice fine impression with India
rubber, and whereas firms are universally
classed and judged by strangers according
to the style of their stationery, 0r cards,
when presented, we cantlon them not to
expect to do any good printing with such
stomps, and If used, would certainly in-
jure them in loss of respect abroad. If
jou want nice fine cards or stationery,
call at this office and see samples and as-
certain prices.
The Democratic Senatorial Convention
^of Ottawa and Muskegon Counties was
ield on Wednesday last, in the Common
ncll Rooms of this city, and nominated
urge Eastman, of the township of Rob
Inson, for Senator. Very few delegates
were present, Muskegon County not furn-
ishing any. The session was harmonious
and of short duration.
Mr. Albert G. Van den Berg, candidate
for Register of Deeds on tbe Democratic
ticket was in town this week looking after
his political interests and visiting personal
friends. If it is true, as we have heard
on the street, that almost aU the Holland-
ers will vote for him, regardless of party
ties, on the ground that he is the only Hol-
lander on the three tickets which could be
of any service to them in tbe Court House,
then his election is a foregone conclusion.
For the first time in thirty years, our
townsman, Mr. Anthony Anderson, heard
of his brother, or rather his brother heard
of him being here, who sent for him to
come to New York at bis expense and see
him. Mr. Anderson being a captain aud
owner of a large ocean ship, could well
afford to defray the expense of his brother
to go from this city to see him at New
York. The meeting of the two brothers
who have not seen each other for thirty
years, can easier be imagined than de-
scribed.
Over six hundred bodies have been re-
covered of the persona drowned by the
disaster on the excursion steamer Princess
Alice, near London, England. A large
majority of the bodies have been recog-
nized. Eighty-three that could not be
identified were buried at Woolwich on
Tuesday last.
Another dreadfull colliery explosion is
reported in Monmouthshire, a maritime
county of England. The number of
miners in this particular death-hole at the
time of the catastrophe was 871. Of these,
eighty have been rescued., The fate of
ll)4 other unfortunates is told in the
chronic aunounccu^nt that “the pit is on
fire.”
There is no break in the monotony of
horror which has settled about the daily
reports from Yellow Jack'schoseu kingdom.
Wet and windy weather, lack of nurses,
want of medicine, deprivation of common
necessaries of life— all these are in league
to swell the death-rate, and take away
every hope save the one which soon or
late will gain fruition and slop the plague
The prayer of the stricken south now is
for frost.
The Ittaelite, of Cinciunati, sharply
criticizes the state governmeuts of the
south for their neglect of suffering citizens.
It bolds that now is the time and here is
the field for active employ ment of the stale
charities. But instead of doing auy thing
for their helpless ones they suffer appeals
to be made not only to the residents of
other slates, which are proper, but to tbe
general government It is not the first
time the doctrine of the state rights has
been set at naught in the house of^iose
who professed to hold it most sacred.
The schooner Mary, about which we
had so much litigation in this city, while
cord-wood laden, from Chicago to Pike’s
Pier, was water-logged in Tuesday’s gale
and became unmanageable. She went
ashore fifteen miles south of this place, at
Union Pier. Out of a crew of six but
Oapt. Barlett and T. Wheeler, seaman,
were laved. Three men were washed
overboard. Michael Dnnavan, seaman,
was found lashed to tbe rigging, dead.
The schooner will be almost a total wreck.
This ends the career of another
“booker,” and thus the question is
swered. “what becomes of all our simffl
schooners on the Lake ?” One by one Jfiey
go, and It don't pay to replace the
Quite a little commotion was created
in the neighboring Village of Zeeland last
week when it became known that the mill
firm was dissolved by mutual aconsent.
Mr. P. Van den Bosch has lelt the firm,
and it is rumored that he will engage in
the boot and shoe business. Mr\l. den
Herder has also left the firm and MjjKep-
pel, the only one remaining of the old
firm, has associated himself Mr. C. de
Roo, F. Van Driele, of Grand Rapids, and
one Mr. Kotvis, of the same place. We
give this as related to us and canuot vouch
for its accuracy.
The following are the arrivals aud clear-
ances up to Friday morning:
arrived.
Sept. 6— Prop. M. Groh. Chicago, S brU whiskey,
85 Dkgs mdse.
“ Sweet Brothers, 81. Joe, tight.
“ M. Groh, Chicago, 5 brls sugar, 1 bsg
Tim. seed, 21 kegs lesd.
9— Schr. Four Brothers, Chicago, light.
10— “ Reindeer, Muskegon, 14 m lumber.
11— “ Spray, Racine, 4 tons coal.
CLEARED.
6-Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 75m pine lumber
15 m oak lumber, 1 brl flour.
7— Prop. Sweet Brot's. St. Joesph,' 86,000
stavea. 72 brls headings.
9— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 700 r r ties, 53bkt
peaches. 19)4 cds bark, 86 m sh'gls.
9— Schr. Four Brothers. Chicago, 80 cds wood.
10 “ Reindeer, Mllwsukee, lOUbnspples.
11— Schr. Spray, Racine 650 r r ties, lu cds
wood.
6~
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CORNER CEDAR A EIGHTH STREETS.
Luce & Perkins,
Msnulactnrvrs of
TABLETS, HEADSTONES
MONUMENTS
And aU kinds of
CEMETERY WORE
- Df STONE. --
We keep constantly on hand the best kind of
stock, and also a nice variety of designs. Letter
Ing done In the English, Holland and German lan-
guages, as desired.
All Work Warranted and
Prices Low.
Give us a call before you order, pud pat-
ronize your home industry,
Holland, Mich., Ang. 25 1877.
Call at the
Meat Market
J. KTJITB
For itae beat kind of
Fresh and Salted Meats.
I pay the highest market
price for hides, hams, and all
kinds of farmer's produce.
Come and examine my
STOCK.
j.kuite
EIGHTH ST., HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
5-1 8w
W. & H. ELFERDINK’S
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Holland, - - - Michigan
The shore firm make s specialty of enstom work,
at ran too satisfaction. Their prices are low
enough to compete with any house In the city.
They keep constantly oi hand a choice variety o
Ladles and Children shoes and galten.
Repairing neatly done and at
Short Notice,
64-1 y W. A H. ELPERDINK,
On Saturday afternoon last a fire alarm
was sounded by the steam tug Twilight,
and every eye was turned towards Black
Lake at once. It was goon ascertained
that Van Dyb & Cot. saw mill was on fire
on the north side of Black Lake. The
distance from tbe city made it extremely
loubtful if we could get there in lime to
any good, whereas we could
(ward side of the mill en^l
before leaving the city
engines. However, o
teams of horses in
left at a gallop for the sceffe of action.
boat lying at Harriogtou'a dock
took over a lot of men to assist— if in
to do so; but the brave mill hands
owner* reinforced by Mr. Geo. Metz
bis hands from the tannery, formed a
pail brigade and after a heroic struggle of
fifteen minutes completely subdued th$
flames and put out the fire. It was a hard
fight, well fought, and our firemen arrived
too late to render assistance.
FOR SALE.
A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containing some flOObearim
{rape vines, 100 Currant buahes; Strawberries :
’eare Apple, Qnlnce, Cheatnnt, Mulberry, Apprl
cot. Cherry annPeach trees In bearing.
No money required down inquire of
_ J. VAN LANDEGEND,
Holland. Mich. Jannarv 1. 1818.
Joslin&Breyman,
Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS IN
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Fall Ltae efGold Pena.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Holland, March 94, 1818.
•— 1j.
D|”QT baetneaaroocanengageln. $5 to $90
DCO I Per day made by any worker ol either
sex, right In their own localities. Par-
ticulars and eamples worth $5 free. Improve your
spare time at this business. Address Stinson A
Co., Portlaud, Maine. 8-ly
and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
of this land is partially improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in tbe Town-
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of42-tf M.D. HOWARD.
A Large end Fine
ustew stock:
— OF—
BOOTS & SEOES
— Just received at-
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Stbebt, City of Holland
A Complete assortment of Children's and Infants'
Shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladles' and Gentleman’s waar.
call^SdIjee us.
I am now selling the Howe Sewing Machine,
and will henceforth keep It for aala at my store
Peddling machines with wagons ha* been abolishes
for theaimpie reason that the prices of macblaea
are too low to admit ef any expense In that way
Call In and get bargains.
S. HEROLD, .
Holland, Mich., 8ept. 1, 1877.
D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
DEALER IN
Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
Of the neatest styles and best qualities whleh I
offer cheaper than anybody elae.
Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
D B K. VAN RAALTE.
CROCKERY!
From and after this date, I
intend to devote to this line of
trade the necessary attention,
ind will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
ind C. C. Ware.
A* liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
-plan titles.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
g. j. vaarwerk.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1877.
EXCURSIONS ! !
THE STEAMER
TWI-LIO-HT
Having be«n rebuilt and reflttod last winter,
CAPTAIN F. R. BROUWER,
Hereby Informathe public that hell prepared
for aU kinds of excursions.
SPECIAL PARTIES
Can be accommodated on abort notice, for the
smaU tom of FIVE DOLLARS, taking them down
to tbe month of Black Lake In the morning, leav-
ng them there and bring them back In tbe even-
ing, or any time desired. I am alio prepared to
---- lotytteaccomnx
SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNICS,
Having a bam soluble for that purpose, to go
out ou Uko Michigan, or to be taian to aay de-
sired point, and brought homo at the tune agreed
open. For snch large picnics, however, timely
notloe will be neoeaeary for preparation.
Terms very Reasonable.
F. BROUWER, Captain.
Holland, June 1, 1878. 17-8m
s.
English and Scotch Ales,
— AND —
GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,
la balk «&d in Bottle.
No. 100 Monroe Street,
Grand Baplde, Bleb.
Also Agent for Robert Smith Brewery, If. W
oor. of &th and Minor streets, Philadelphia. Mr.
Robert rfm 1th, bae succeeded In making and In-
trodndng an Ale, which be ealle "India Pale Ale,"
end has succeeded so well that it la highly recom-
mended as a tonic fur waak persona.
Farm for Sale.
I will sell eighty acres of aplendid clay A splendid stock of Cigars and
•il, six miles from thia city. Near church ftf.LppKniinrsAlwftvannlinnd
id school home, at a bargain. 80 acres GtaCr liquors always OU ftaUQ.
Detroit and Milwaukee
Railroad Hotel,
Wm. H. ErklABd, Proprietor.
Grand Haven, Michigan.
Tho beet accommodation for the travelHag pub-
lic can always be found, night or day, at the
above Hotel. The best Imparted liquors and
cigar* always on band.
WM. H. KIRKLAND.
Grand Bavin, April 10, 1818. f-tf
BANKING.
my us mm
BANKED,
HOLLAMD, .  MICHIQAM.
Doea a general Banking, Exchange, and Collec-
tion busineta. Collections made on all points ia
the United Statee -
tion paid to the
Remittances mi
tion. ______
to check at ___
sold. Tickets to and
sold at my oflee.f-ly JACOB TAN
THE THREE COFFINS.
Three coffins await their final repose
In the ancient cloister'* keeping.
And » brief hour hence the lids will dose
On the forma beneath them sleeping.
The first la a King who bath ruled the land.
As hi* fathers did before him ; '
The next ia a chief from the battle-field,
Wounded and bronsed and hoary;
By his side are resting his sword and shield,
The emblems of martial glory.
The third is a lowly son of song,
With no state pomp attended;
The lay of his lyre hath sounded long
Through the aisles— but now is ended.
Hark IJwhat is that at the postern gate
Like the roar of distant water ?
Tis the foe, with bounding hopes elate, ,
Beturned to the work of slaughter 1
Ho ! King, awake I reasoend thy throne,
And ’round thee summon thy sages 1”
From the pale, mute lips there is answer none,
While the store without still rages.
Ho ! chief, awaks J to the tents repair—
In the van lead on thy legions 1”
They listen, but all is silent there,| Still and hushed ts the Polar regions.
From the poet’s coffin a sigh ia heard,
And the lyre at his hare feet laying
Starts into life, like the trill of a bird
Whose melody knows no stsying.
/ , old’,oW tteme, but it fires the blood
^ J • > Of to* troops /'gith none to had *m,
And they fight, as the valiant always should,
For the love of their faith and freedom ! {
W lieu the aim goes down in a radiant glow,
< With molten atotids attendant.
The three nailed coffins are now laid low—
The cross is in the ascendant !
ROMANCE OF A POSTAHE-STAMP.
from my arm, and stood quite still be-
fore me.
11 Me ! 0, did you say me?”
And then I saw the moonlight falling
on her face, and it was not the face of
a girl shining with happy confusion when
she hears the story of his love from the
man whom she prefers. It was pale
and shocked, and then she hid it from
me in her hands and burst into tears.
I needed no other answer. I knew
my suit was hopeless.
41 Don’t cry, dear!” said L ‘ “ I never
thought to wound you.”
“ I thought you knew,” she went on,
sobbingly. "I thought my uncle
might have told you. I am going to
marry Mr. Morris. 1 got a letter from
him to-day. 01 can yoa forgive me?”
She stretched out her little hands im-
ploringly. I took them in mine, and I
kissed them— they were sacred to me :
they belonged to another, and I kissed
them while my heart was breaking.
“Forgive you! my darling?” I said.
“ I would forgive you if you killed me,
I think. Don’t grieve, Annie : I will
try to^ritf
We parted at her uncle’s without
another word, and I went Jipme to the
motherly heart that I knew would suffer
with me, hut whose tender sympathy
would uphold me in this hour of bitter
trial
r The next day I sent off my resignation
to Washington, for my mother and I
agreed to leave the village where we had
passed so many quiet years. It was in
I breathed more freely after it was
over. It was a temptation resisted, but
I felt better after having done it As I
York, one letter turned up and sent k
jealous shook through, me that set my
heart throbbing:? an dj my brain swim-
ming with a sudden dizziness. I
might have expected to have seen it,
but not the less did it affect me when I
* vhd^ee it—44 Joreph Monte, India dock,
little note in that same handwriting next
to mv heart then— a few graceful ward*
thanking me for a book I had sent her-4
• little note that I had lead over count-
leea times, and kissed as often, wonder-
ing would it displease her to know how
tomjlv I cherished it l thrust the
hateful letter out of my sight, and,
leaning my head on the table, lived over
again the hopes, the fears, the wretched-
ness of the last twenty-four hours. H
The day before, while distributing the
mail matter, I came across a letter ad-
dressed to myself, and on opening it I
learned that, through the generosity of
a distant relative, whose name I bore, I
had been left in California an inherit-
ance of $20,000. mat a change a few
strokes of a pen had made — transform-
ing Karl Bergmann, Postmaster of a
secluded Connecticut village, into Karl
Bergmann, the possessor of a compe-
tence, well invested, yielding a certain
income ! And how before my good fort-
une I had thought of Annie Merrill as
separated away from me by nqnxxwcir-
stMawse
could I ask any woman to share mypo?-|
erty ! Now that the burden of poverty
was most unexpectedly lifted from me, I
felt at liberty to tell her the hopes I
never dared to entertain till now, • What
would her answer be? That I would
learn that very night. In the same mail
with my letter was one addressed to her.
postmarked New York. Her oorrel
spondenoe all passed throughmy hands,
but I had never seen that wnting be-
fore. That was no weak, wavering,
feminine style. It was large, elear, de-
Cl“ve’ wntlDK of a self-possessed
man. Who could the writer be? Annie’s
mmle, Dr. Merrill, bad male correspond-^ BDt latter wag
the first that had come to her f inee she
came orphaned from the great city a
year before, and had been received into
her uncle s heart and home. . , Bat other
thoughts out the rmpnfinn
the afternoon of the same day that the
letter of which I had spoken, that I now
knew was for my rival, attracted my at-
tention. I took it up reluctantly— I
felt that I would as readily have touched
a poisonous snake— and was just about
to put the postmark on.it when I saw
that the stamp upon it, instead of being
a postal one, was a revenue stamp, and
that the .tetter, instead of speeding off
6n wings of love to Now York, must be
consigned to tbe Dead Letter Office, in
Washington. With a thrill of savage
delight I Hung it into the box appropri-
ated to the reception of such castaways,
and went on with my evening’s work.
With that work I went on mechanically,
but my thoughts were not agreeably
employed, lhat then was the answer to
the missive she had received. But it
should be long before he would get it—
get it too late perhaps for an explana-
tion; for misunderstandings between
lovers had often arisen from a slighter
cause than the non-arrival of an expect-
ed letter. I pictured him waiting and
longing for the letter that would not
oome; and she, poor girl, how her tender
heart would be tortured by his imagined
neglect when no answer would be forth-
coming ! She, I knew, would suffer in
silence, and I fondly hoped that he
would do the same. So I locked the
mail- bag and waited for the messenger
to carry it to the station. The express
would pass in an hour and a half. And
then a struggle began in-my heart. The
mis-sta raped letter seemed to look re-
me this ’’—taking from the mantelpiece
the letter that had come that morning.
“If it escaped your keen observation,
how did my letter pass the eyes of the
New York officials undetected ? This is
my question.”
Her eyes searched my fscs;
I took her bands In my own.
“Annie,” said I, 41 1 believe I oould
make no one understand what it cost my
jealous heart to rectify that mistake, but
I did it I knew it must be in anLwer
to that letter that you spoke of a few
nights ago. It ought to prove to you
how unselfishly I love you, my darling
when I re-stamped it and sent it on its
way ‘to him. I never thought you would
find it out I did it to spare you a mo-
ment s uneasiness. If the man you
love cares for you as much as I do, he
will make your life a nappy one.”
“ How can I repay your generosity ?”
she said, in a voice tremulous with feel-
ing. “ You could not have acted better
if you had had a peep at the contents of
that letter. . But your reward may be
claimed when you read this,”
She handed me the letter and glided
out of the room. I took it over to the
shaded lamp and read the following :
Dear Annie : When, beside yonr father’s
dying bed, we entered into an engagement of
marriage, I felt, as he did, that the interests of
the Qrm of which he and I were partners would
be best sustained by our union.
I wrote to you, notifying yen of mv readi-
ness to fulfill my part of the agreement, and
-- ua uiu a
requested you to be ready to returu with me
on Saturday as my wife. You say to mo that I
must not oome. There is but one explanation
to this refusal, and that is that you have seen
some one who pleases you better than vour
humble servant. It is but natural, child ; I
cannot blame you. The young should mate
with the young, and I am too much your senior
to expect to awake in your youthful heart feel-
ings that have long teen lifeless in my own.
I release you frpm a promise that I am now
aware was made by you under the pressure of
the sad circumstances. Bat this fact can never
affect the fatherly regard I have ever enter-
tained for the only child of my dear old
fnend.
I read no further. Here was my re-
ward. And how nearly I had lost it by
the desire of gratifying an ungenerous
impulse 1 Annie has since assured me
that, had Joseph Morris arrived on the
day designated, bo great was her awe of
her father’s old partner that she never
would have had the courage to contend
against her destiny. Indeed, the cir-
oumstanoe of having made the error she
did, in mis-stamping the letter, seemed
to her troubled, mind significant of a
deep meaning, and that even beyond
the grave her father sought to control
her actions.
A Romance ef the Border.
There passed down on the train the
other day an aged but smart-looking
lady, between 60 and 70 years of age
having with her a little child about 2
years old. whose dark complexion un-
mistakably betokened Indian origin and
naturally excited some curiosity. The
lady was communicative and told a story
flUed with romance. She was a widow,
with an only son living in Connecticut.
Her boy grew to be a young man, and,
filled with a love of adventure, he for-
sook the parental roof and came West.
’His rovings at last led him to Bismarck,
D. T., where he became interested with
Indian traders, and finally married the
daughter of a chief, the fruit of the
union being one child. At length, in an
engagement with the hostiles, the young
man was killed. The sad news in due
time reached his mother. She was al-
most disconsolate in her grief. With
true maternal affection she at once re-
solved te search for her son’s child,
and, if possible, find in it an object
upon which she might bestow her care
and motherly love. Forthwith she
journeyed to Minnesota. The difficul-
ties in the way formed no barrier to her
New England energy. Her diligent in-
quiries along the Northern Pacific rail-
road brought to her acquaintance a man
who had biown her son. For $50 he
oflered to find the squaw who had been
the son’s wife. Without going into de-
thoughts put the question of the fetter
out of my mind. I sent, by a messen-
- &*' a I®* hurried IncS to mV mother to
prepare her for our good tortune, <and
counted the hours that would pass
'-before I could offer my inheritance to
^ possessor.
When I reached home I found her there
before me... My mottter, who had taken
bermto her favor from the first,' her
wweetoesa 'and orphaned situation prov-
• Pweport to her heart, had sent for
. Anme to communicate the good news to
her. She Was stringelyquiet, I thought,
• -and there was a troubled look inher
blue eyes I never saw there before. In
‘ waojed te impart itself to us. I was
v thinking how I could venture to tell her
'all my hopes, and my mother, guessing'
what my thoughts were, left us together
flaoet of the evening, but my heart failed
sne. It was only when I was walking
Jome with Annie to Dr. Merrill’e that I
Joundconrage to speak. She led me on
jy saying that I must not think, from
ber silence that she did not rejoice in
no X??7 uP in prospwta, but
no one could he more sincere in their
congratulations than herself. I an-
prqachfully at me from the box into
which I had thrown it, and seemed to
whisper to me that one little act of mine
could send it unimpeded on its mis-
sion.
No one, I believe, unless he was in my
situation, actuated by the same despair-
ing, selfishly hopeful feelings that were
ovennastonug ‘.me, could: understand
what a base impulse I conquered when
at last, after an hour’s temptation, I took
that letter from its resting place, sub-
stituted a postage stamp for the revenue
one, opened the mail-bag and let it
Then after it was done some hot
tears gushed to my eyes. It was my last
hope, and I oould . not help indulging
some weakness over its grave.
The next mail from New York arrived
three days after. I had the poor satis-
faction of seeing the results of my good
action in a letter in the handwriting of
my rival, addressed to Annie, make its
unwished-for appearance, and shortly
after Dr. Merrill took it away with him
as he called for his mail. Loungers
came in and out of the office, finding me
little disposed for conversation. Nothing
yet was known in the village of my ac-
quisition, so I was spared the pain of lis-
tening to congratulations that I was in
no mood to hear. When I went home
that evening I was surprised to find my
mother absent, and still more surprised
when, on opening a note she had left for
me, I learned she was with Annie at Dr.
Merrill’s, and that I was to follow her
here. Hopeless as I felt, the prqspect
of seeing Annie again premised me only
a painful pleasure, but still the thought
of being near her had a sweet aqdaad
1 ascinataon that I could not resist. When
reached the doctor’s, I found himself
and my mother seated in his office, so
intent on the moves of a knight’s gam-
bit that a mere nod on my entmnoe
showed their consciousness of my ar-
rival Annie was not there; I found her
in the parlor, standing upon the hearth-
rug, the glow of the firelight shining
upon her golden hair, and a glow of
eager, happy expectation inher took that
was new to her sweet face, n*
“I am glad to see you, ”she said, giving
me her hand. 44 1 have been impatient
for yonr coming— and I will tell you
why. There is a question I want you to
answer. It perplexes me, and somehow
I think I can looktoyou for its solution.
You remember a latter I received in the
“ "“O * »vveu. f ? I I
SSKStt* **T“?
“ She ought to be a happy woman ”
-«he continued. “ May I ask if I know
44 If you know her?” I cried. “H
you know her ! O, who oould it be but
jou?”
“Me?”
.She drew her hand quickly away
Annie did not return to the parlor. I
found her seated in the doctor’s office
apparently interested in the game which
just at the moment of my entrance he
bought to a victorious conclusion.
“Mate,” I cried, finishing the word
for him, and, catching Annie in my
arms, heedless of the astonishment of
the elderly pair, I demanded my re-
ward.
Well, Joseph Morris, gray-haired,
commonplace and undemo ostrative, came
to Greenwell to other nuptials than his
He gave away my dear one with
tho best of grace, and after the marriage
congratulated me on my admission into
the firm. My ignorance of his meaning
was so apparent that with a grim smile
he enlightened me. With my bride I
acquired a half interest in an East India
firm in New York and Calcutta. If
Annie had chosen to appeal as an er-
phan, dependent on the bounty of her
uncle, she had the after satisfaction of
knowing that the love she had won was
offered to herself alone, and not to the
golden store tnat attracts so many suit-
ors.
“ My dearest, ” I sometimes say to her,
who would think that in a great meas-
ure we owe our happiness to a little
postage stamp ?”
A Curiosity of Numbers.
The multiplication of 987,654.321 bv
45 is 44,444,444,445. Reversing the
order of the digits, and multiplying
123.456,789 by 45, we get the result
equally curious, 5,555,555,505. If we
take 123,456,789 as the multiplicand,
and, interchanging the figures of 45,
take 54 as the multiplier, we obtain
another remarkable product, 6,666,666,-
606. Returning to the multiplicand
first used, 987,654,321, and taking 54 as
mu tipher again, we get 53,333,333,334
—all threes, except the first and last
figures, which read together 54, the
multiplier. Taking the same multipli-
cand and using 27, the half of 54, as
?°ltiplier» we 8et a product of 26,-
666,666,667— all sixes except the first
and last figures, which read together 27,
the multiplier. Next, interchanging
the figures in the number 27, and using
72 as the multiplier, with 987.654,321 as
the multiplicand, we obtain the product
of 71,111,111,112, all ones, exoeptthe first
and last figures, which, read together,
give 72, the multiplier.
r . , 7 , " iLuw fcuiug iiiiu u ti
tans of the search it is sufficient to say
that the tribe of Indians was found, and
with it the squaw and the child. When
the lady first saw her grandchild she
thought she could discern in his features
a resemblance to her son, but when the
little one was in the midst of a number
of Indian children it was hard to dis-
cover much difference. Nevertheless,
the grandmother of the dussy little
half-breed was bent on having him
brought up under the gentle influences
of Connecticut civilization, and she qui
eted her compunctions of bartering in
human flesh by the exigencies of the
case and the gift of six sacks of flour to
the bereaved Indian widow. The old
lady departed with her new-found treas-
ure, as happy as a boy with a new toy.
She fondled the little Sioux with inde-
scribable affection, and the little chap
responded by making his doting grand-
ma buy him all the peaches aud pears
that tho train- boy offered. The picture
of youth and old age seldom has more
romance done np in a couple than was
here presented.4’* It will not be surpris-
ing one of these days to hear of that
cultivated little savage polling with the
Harvard crew.— Winona (ATinn.) Re-
publican.
Old SI Explains the Yellow Fever to
Pete.
Old Si met Pete at the warehouse cor-
ner and said ;
“Who’s payin’ yo’ bode-bill now, dat
you hez so much time ter squander ?”
“I feels sick dis momin’, I does!”
gloomily replied Pete.
“ Whar ’bouts?”
“ Well, I pass’d by whar dat white
man wuz sick wid de yaller feeber, an’ I
ain’t so sartin but dat I got er whiff er
de pizen.”
“You thinks dat yer got the yaller
feeber, eh ? But lemme tell yer, nig-
ger, ef yer did yer wouldn’ be standin’
’round hyor guagin’yer appetite ’ginst
dem watermillions in dat waggin !”
4 4 Did you ebber hab it ? How do hit
do?”
“ How hit do ? Wait till yer gits hit,
boy, an’ see how yer feels! I’se bin
dar an’ hit’s felt ob me, an’ I ain’t for-
got yit de way dat hit gnaw’d on me !”
“ Well, what am de interduktry
ewymptoms ob de aiment, tell me dat?”
“Why, when yer jess settin’ ’round
’sposin' dat you’se gwine ter fall ’air to
er fo’-hnndred-doller mule, an’ is flgger-
in’ up de price ob er halter fer hit, yer
kinder ’spishuns dat yer leff yer -1 — 1
opin behin’ when yer got up dis
in’. Er finrfpr nnla otvnnV
umiupijiflg mese digits, writ-
ten either way, by 9, or by the figures
composing the multiple* of 9 variously
interchanged.
KUttv loiter next day. It
was of vital; importance |o me that it
should go then, as there would be no
at my uncle’s desk while the messenger
w«a waiting to take it to the office. I
found, too late, that I had mis-stamped
it. I have been utterly wretched for
the past few days on account of that
mistake. I knew too well what the fate
of my letter would be. Judgethen bow
relieved I felt when my uncle brought
Thh following extraordinary vow is
performed by some of the Hindoos at
their festival of Oharak Puja: Stretch-
ing himself on the earth on his back
the devotee takes,* handful of moist
earth, and, placing it on his under lip
he plants in it some mustard seed and
exposes himself to the dews of the night
and the heat of the day till the seed
germinates. In this position the man
must lie in a fixed, motionless condition
without food or drink, till the vegetable
process literates Kim, which mil be.
generally, About the fourth day.
An M. D, who lately opened an office
was favored by a visit from his young
wife. Wishing to start an interesting
subject for conversation, he said: “My
shurt
r i  mom-
Er sorter cole streak ’pears ter
trickle, down yer spinous oolyum an’
den climes np again quicker dan hit
went down. Dem jimnasticks continues
tell d’reckly yer teef wont stay terged-
der, but kinder boxes wid each udder.
Presintly the cole streak sets down in
de small ob yer back fer ter res’, an’
begins ter ake. Bimeby yer feel hot all
ober, like yer wuz in a house afire.
Den yer can’t crawl ter bed, but de
Busses comes ’round an’ fetches de dook-
ter, an’ de wnssle fer a longer foot-hol’
en dis bank ob de ribber begins 1”
“ Den what do dey do?”
‘‘Floaters yer all ober wid mustard,
fills yer up wid febuary fuze and piles
on all de blankits dat dey kin borrer er
beg fnm de nabors. Den dey gibs yer
ice on de inside an md’ blankits on de
outside till de eherlibrium am restored.
After dat yer either gits well er dies 1”
“ How did you stan’ hit ?”
41 Well, I’se a toff citizen fer enny
complaint ter tackle, an* I manadg’dK Enrialir.n^T6'* n u . ^P^t ter tackle, an’ tained T7: b® °b' ter dBr ^ when ole Jailer jack Hwg
W v  C K? 1mt' 5P*de fite7bnt 1 d olar' lCT nowten eiiner way, by 9, or by the figures dat wuz de mos’ weak’nin’ tussle dis
nigger ebber had. I ’specks dat d’sease
cion t hanKAr mnnh nffo*. — __
:ers, ’kasedon t ker uc  after niggi
he don’t offen win de fite till he gits de
feller turned yaller — an’ niggers don’t
tom yaller wuff er cent ! But when-
ebber he gits er white man lyin’ out
lookin like er chromo of er mustard
patch in bloom, dere’s gwine ter be er
hole in de semeterry groun’ nex’ day,
aho I —Atlanta (Go.) Constitution,
A small Greek vessel, loaded with
powder, lately approached Mandruka, a
village of Turkey in Asia, in order to
dispose of the article to the Bedouins of
the coast. Turkish >sponge gatherers
at work in the neighborhood left their
vessels for the Greek craft, and earnestly
requested the Captain not to sell tioW-
der to the Bedouins until their depart-
ure, or they would certainly be killed.
The Captain refused to comply, and a
WILVDM'S WATEBMILLION.
?00’w^no you uj
u“ofm.en« ^”«'“7P«ltkr-pr.h.p!m '' 4‘' *ta’1
>°» —pi i
mmma' i-0”*l0“ "0““l /
cu.m™ u’°' ir' r<ra ^
I’U Urn jon, you Wjlyum IkePsttns. to steal an’ lie
you young sinner, ’
Disgracin’ yo’ ole Christian mammy, and matin’ her
leave cookin’ dinner I
Now, ain’t you ashamed o’ yo’se’f, air? lam! I’m
. , . MllaiHed you'a my son 1
An de good old Iteoorderer Angel, he’a aahamed,
‘f’ 0 what you baa done ;
l>®JLWntfd.1V.d0WI1 UP yonder, in burnin’ an’
„ g™*1 big letters,
OnetWstermiWon, r.oled by Wllyum Isaac Pet-
An’ what do you s’pose Brudder Baacom, yo’
Wmii^eac^er at Sonday-school,
*noWed bnw awful you’s gres-
Rnv* Sae^eGoldenRu,0?
B y • Ml8iv J.8l,<y1 yon 7 18 y°u boun’
*?bea biack viliun?
I m « prutd dat a chile of yo’ mammy would steal
any man’s watermllllon !
An’ v%EnLT^i!i,llg'*arm' Joa-Fllr to
Ain’t-/ .iirdy/ onEEII ; Abe Lincoln! Abe
„ ^-n^o-l-n! make W wi’ dat switch !
WW/.— stealin a g-r-e-e-n wa-tor-uul-liou I who
ever beerd tell of Jib sich ?
C* * d<,y’B JlP® 7 W’y. thump mn-antw ? ^  dey 80 Wrt dey is green ;
But "bendey go punk, now you mind me, dey in
ripe an’ dat Is Jts whut I mean ! 3
An nex time vou hook waterwtlliona, you heerd
me, you fgn’ant young hunk ! ’ *
Louisville Courier-Journal.
PITH AND POINT.
A contemporary, referring to a con-
temporary, says; “A word to the wise
will not reach him.”
Said an Irishman, in the course of an
eloquent speech, “Mr. Chairman, the
gals is the boys to do it.”
Before the “ o’’ let there appear
Twice twenty-five, and five in rear ;
One-fifth of eight aubjoin, and then
You’ll find what ’lit that conquers men.— Love.
A Ridgefield man has invented a
chair which can be adjusted to 6,000
different positions. It is designed for a
boy to sit in when having his hair cut— •
Banbury News.
All hair-pins look alike to men, but
let a wife go off on a visit for a month,
and come home and find a hair-pin near
the door, and she can’t wait a minute to
grow red in the face.
The next invention Edison is to at-
tempt is a machine that will keep a
woman’s eyes closed daring prayer tame
in church when a friend in the pew in
front has on a new frock.
Among all the abuses which Cassius
inflicted on his whilom friend Brutus, hdm
did not threaten to set his dog on him. ^
For did not Brutus say, “There is no
terrier, Cassius, in your threats ?”
A woman, being told that some tables
in the Russian department of the French
Exhibition were made of malachite, ex-
claimed: “My, goodness! I thought
Malachite was one of the prophets.”
A Michigan man by feeding a tramp
accidentally found a long-lost brother of
his wife. This should be taken as a ter-
rible warning against something or other,
because he has had to keep on feeding
him ever since.
A dreamy writer says it would be
curious to follow a pound of silk from
its spinning until it becomes a lady’s
dress. No doubt; but most men prefer
to follow it after it becomes a dress, —
San Francisco Chronicle.
There is probably not a woman in all
this broad, sunny land of onrs who
doesn’t think that the carving-fork was
made for the express purpose of pulling
corks out of bluing bottles and lifting
stove- lids. — St. Louis Journal.
i Old party (who has sent for the land-
lord); 44 Landlord, I can’t get anything
to eat Your pretty waiter girls devote
their time to the good-looking young ‘
fellows. Haven't you got a homely old
waiter who has lost her taste for beauty?”
A Stocx-Exchange bear is described
as a person who' sells what he has not
got; a bull as a man who buys what he
cannot pay for; and “financing” as
44 buying shares by a man who doesn’t
wont , them from one who has none to
sell”
What a volume of domestic misery
these two little lines contain: “Six
million bottles of hair restorative were
sold in the United States last year.”
But as long as the birds make nests we
suppose people will love and take the
consequences.
There are two brothers on West Kill
who look so much alike that they cannot
tell each other apart; and one day last
week, when John was raging like a vol-
cano with the toothache, Henry went
down to Dr, Wilson and had six teeth
pulled.—
Said that rather cynical journalist A
to his 44 dear fiiend” B, “ You look as if
you had been out all night, and had to
meet your wife at breakfast.” Said B,
mildly, in reply; 44 You look as if you
had stopped at home all night studying
your own character.”
A child was callfed as a Witness in a
Charleston court The opposing lawyer
asked her if she knew where liars went
when they djed, and objected to her tes-
timony wneri ehe answered no. 44 Well,
that question has not been settled by
anybody satisfactorily, ” said the Judge.
A prisoner was arraigned Ito plead to
an indictment for burglary. He said he
wasn’t ready to plead, and didn’t care to
plead either way, adding: “111 tell
yon, Judge, just how the matter hangs;
if I don’t get bail to-morrow morning,
I’m going to plead guilty, and if I do I •
ain’t. See?”
THE HOHE DOCTOR.
GOLD FEET.
The feet require more frequent wash-
ing than the bands; frequent washing
and liberal friotion with a crash towel
will promote circulation and consequent
warmth. Qood health is not attainable
if the extremities are habitually cold.
ATMOSPHERIC Am. '% The air that passes out of our lungs
is quite unfit to support life if breathed
again, even when mixed with ten times
its bulk of pure air ; therefore, the air
of sleeping and living rooms must be
constantly changed or it will soon be-
come poisonous.
REMEDY FOR TYPHOID FEVER,
A new remedy, proposed by Dr. Net-
ter, of Strasburg, to be used in typhoid
fever, has been published. Its salutary
effects are officially authenticated. It
consists of a decoction made of one litre
barley water, 100 grammes vinegar, and
120 grammes liquid honey, with which
the throat and mouth are to be washed
out, in order to remove organic matters
which are secreted and deposited there,
and which decompose and are likely to
be swallowed, or reabsorbed with in-
creased tonic effects.
A OUR* FOR DIPHTHERIA.
The celebrated Dr. Field, during the
ravages of diphtheria in England, a few
years since, used the following remedy :
A teaspoonful of flowers of brimstone in
a wineglass of water, stirred with the fin-
ger rather than a spoon, as sulphur does
not readily amalgamate with water; when
well mixed use as a gargle and swallow.
In extreme cases, where the fungus was
too nearly closed to allow gargling, he
blew the sulphur through a quill into
the throat, and, after the fungus had
shrunk, then gargled. If the patient
cannot gargle, sprinkle the flowers of
brimstone on a live coal and let him in-
hale the fumes. Brimstoae kills every
species of fungus in man, beast, and
Dr. Field never lost a patient
<
plant.
from diphtheria during all his immense
practice.
A HOMELY CURE FOR BILE.
Here is rather a curious remedy, says
Cassell's Family Magazine, but in
many cases a very certain one, for the
cure of indigestion. It is simply the
habit of chewing, while out of doors, dif-
ferent kinds of green leaves and swallow-
ing the juice, One dim always cull a
leave from a hedge, or bush, as one
passes. Almost all are good that are
not nauseous, such as the ivy, or poison-
ous, as the laurel leaf. One of the lat-
ter, however, is a capital thing where
there is a slight irritation of the sto]
The chewing of leaves cures dy«]
sia, principally, I believe, by in
creasing the flow of the salivary juice,
and partly by the tonic or stimulating
action of the leaf chewed. The leaves
that occur to me at present as most like-
was no new dedsien involved in the cir-
cular, though possibly its publication
may have hastened the depreciation of
the coins to their true value— an event
which was inevitable, and could not
have been much longer delayed. :
• _____________
History ot Earrings.
That nothing-new-under- the-sun prin-
ciple applies to the custom of wearing
pendants from the lower part of the ears
as well as to many other things. >It ap-
pears to have taken its rise in the earn-
est times among the nations of the East.
The prophet Isaiah reproaches the
daughters of Zion with being too lavish
in ornaments of this kind, and several
parts of the scripture make allusion to
the spoil of earrings, etc., which was
dedicated to the Lord. This trinket of
rings and jewels appears to have been
as mnoh worn by men in those days as
by the same sex that now lays almost
undisputed claim to them. It would
seem that the ornaments had been used
for idolatrous purposes previous to this
time, since Jacobin the injunction he
gave to his household, commanded them
to put away “the strange gods which
were in their hand, and all the earrings
which were in their ears. These ear-
rings or jewels, worn by Jacob’s house-
hold, had probably been consecrated to
superstitious purposes, and worn as a
sort of amulet, for it is known that
rings, whether in the ear or nose, were
first Buperstitaously worn in honor of
false gods, and probably of the sun,
whose circular form they were designed
to represent, and. indeed, rings and ves-
sels among the heathen nations often-
times had the image of the sun, moon,
etc. , engraven upon them. The prophet
Hosca speaks of the women of Jerusa-
lem as indulging jn the lying vanities of
rings devoted to the idol deities. The
Roman ladies of olden times used ear-
rings of pearls and of precious stones,
and not infrequently, like some of the
North American Indians, they had three
or four of these ornaments pendant to
each ear, which, unlike the Indian
trinkets of the preoent day at least, were
of immense value. The Moors of Africa
were also noted for the use of the same
ornaments. Many of the busts ol the
heathen gods have been found to have
earrings, or holes pierced in their ears
for that purpose. Some investigators of
antiquity have considered this to be
characteristic of the busts of divinities,
but this opinion does not appear to be
well founded, as there are many well-
known statues of mortals which have the
ears pierced. The lino bust of Cara-
calla, in the Villa Borghess, which is
affixed to the statue of Hercules, has
only the right ear pierced.
Not a Dress Parade.
Riding alone into the camp early in
the afternoon, I directed my horse’s
steps to a group of men whom I
_____________ ^ _________ _____ . _ ... ..... sup-
ly to be beneficial are those of the pine P08?** 10 be officers, quite as much from
£pees, spruce or Scotch fir, blackthorn,
currant and rose-bushes, mint, the
petals of many flowers, the stalks of
mountain daisies, the white portion of
rushes, the bark of many young trees,
and the tender parte of the stalks of
green wheat, oats, or almost any of the
larger grasses; but your own taste must
in a great measure guide you, if yon
elect to make trial of my remedy. I
should say, however, that the chewing
is better to take place before or between
meals than immediately after.
WARM AND COLD BATHS,
An article of a very interesting and
instructive nature, on the physiological
action of baths, was published in a late
number of the London Lanoet. Sum-
ming up, the writer notes that warm
baths produce an effeot upon the skin
directly contrary to that which is brought
about by oold water. The cutaneous
vessels dilate immediately under the
influence of the heat, and, although the
dilation is followed by a contraction,
this contraction is seldom excessive, and
the ultimate result of a warm bath is tofoomfor$|ffip
increase the outaneons circulation. The
pulse and respiration are both quickened
in the oold bath. The warm bath in-
creases the temperature of the body,
and, by lessening the necessity for the
internal production of heat, it decreases
the call which is made upon certain of
the vital processes, and enables life to
be sustained with a less expenditure of
force. While a cold bath causes a cer-
tain stiffness of the muscles if continued
too long, a warm bath relieves stiffness
and fatigue. The Anal effect of both
hot and oold baths, if the temperature
be moderate, is the same, the difference
being, to use the words of Braun, that
“oold refreshes
tions, heat
them, and in this lies the important
difference between the oold-water system
and the thermal mode of treatment
l/SW
.”
Sherman and the Trade Dollars.
Secretary Sherman has addressed a
long letter to 0. H. Booth, of Mans-
field, Ohio, concerning the issue of the
trade dollar and the preesnt depreciation
of its value. Upon the latter point
Mr. Sherman says :
“ At no time and on no account have
they ever been received or paid out by
the treasury, and it is cause of regret
that so many of our people should have
accepted them at their face value, thus
enabling their owners to put them into
circulation at considerable profit Under
date of July 25, 1878, the Director of
tlK* Mint published tables from which
the value of coins can be ascertained.
He does not advise anyone to dispose of
them at such rates. As early as Aug.
24, 1875, the department informed an
inauirer that the trade dollar had only a
bullion value, and this information has
been repeated scores of times, and pub-
lished by the press throughout Die
country. To avoid the labor of pre-
paring manuscript letters, the Direotor
of the Mint embodied the information
in a circular, adding thereto tobies for
the computation of such value. There
their general bearing as from any dis-
play of uniform by them. Standing a
few feet apart from the rest was an indi-
vidual dressed in a soft felt hat that
looked as if it had gone through several
campaigns and got the worst of every
one of them, a gray-flannel shirt, a pair
of dirty, reddish pants, stuck into a
rough pair of boots, a cartridge belt sus-
pended around his waist, aud with his
beard divided and tied with two pieces
of cord. Altogether he was a pretty
hard-looking character, who, I supposed,
might be an indifferent sort of a 'team-
ster. Dismounting in front of this
group, I inquired for Gen. Crook. My
teamster friend stepped forward. He
was no less distinguished a personage
than Brig. Gen. Crook, United States
army, commanding the Department of
the Platte. And in this connection I
may as well state a fact that will dis-
abuse the popular mind of the idea that
army officers and the soldiers start out
on an Indian campaign as if on a grand
pleasure tour, in foil-dress uniform, and
with all the accompaniments of easy
comfort, . f not of luxury. The pen
picture I have given fit Gen. Crpok w
from life, and snob might be' the pen
picture I could draw of most of the offi-
oeis in active Indian service. The
troops on a campaign form a veritable
FalstafFs army in their dress, and, at a
short distance, it is generally impossible
to distingnish officers from men. This
is inevitable from the nature of the
service. I had some considerable
“roughing” experience before, but 1
never realized how utterly regardless ol
my personal appearance I could be until
I went on that campaign, and I seri-
ously question whether my osfn brother
could have rea ‘lily recognized me in the
roughly-dressed, sun-burned, unshaven,
and generally-demoralized being into
which I soon degenerated after going
into the field. Indian campaigning is
not a full-dress parade affair by any
means, much as the growlers at the army
would like to have the publio believe it
to be.— Penn Monthly.
A Wisconsin Stake Story.
Edward Gantz, of Black Hawk, Wis.,
while at work in a field, the other day,
heard a peculiar noise near the fence m
an adjoining field. Crossing, he found
a large snake complaoently sunning it-
self. On seeing him the snake opened
its mouth, and instantly a stream of
young snakes, that Gantz had not until
then noticed, sought refuge down its
throat The snake then presented the
appearance of having swallowed a oouple
of toads. Gantz struck it and it burst,
when the young snakes escaped through
the aperture and immediately took the
defensive. He killed them all and found
that there were forty-six of them. They
were about six inches long. The old one
measured about six feet.
Awards to America at Paris.— The
cable announces the prizes won at Pans
in fifteen classes of the American section.
E. & T. Fairbanks & Go. receive in
Class 15 the highest ard only award to
any scale manufacturer.
Killed by a Crasy Inventor, v
A sad affair occurred at the hmatio
asylum here to-day, which resulted in
the death of Gen. John F. Taliaferro,
one of the inmates. It appears that
Oapk Newton Cunningham, an inmate
of the asylum, had gone crazy a year
ago on the subjeetof the flying machine.
He had also a theory of perpetual mo-
tion, which was to be utilized in a flying
machine that he was constructing. He
has not been violent since being in the
asylum and the Superintendent hod al-
lowed him to do pretty much as he
pleased. Most of his time, therefore,
was spent at work on the flying ma-
chine. Gen. Taliaferro, who is an inof-
fensive party 86 yean old, was sitting
this morning with Cunningham talking
abouithe latter’s hobby, and remarked:
“ I’ll bet my hat that the machine is a
fizzle,” when Cunningham jerked up a
stick and laid the old gentleman out. It
is stated that the murderer was not sat-
isfied with killing the General, but, after
he was dead, continued to beat him with
the olub. Cunningham is about 38 years
old. Gen. Taliaferro had been a prom-
inent citizen of the Old Dominion, and
was a Lieutenant in the war of 1812. —
Richmond ( Va.) paper.
A French Invention.
A remarkable invention, and one
which seems of the highest practicality,
in view of the constantly-recurring hor-
rors of death from hydrophobia, is an
instrument for blunting the teeth of
dogs. It appears that there would be
no danger to human beings from a dog
attacked with madness if his teeth could
not tear the skin aud allow his virus to
penetrate the blood. The inventor has
so much confidence in his method that
he is willing to let any mad dog bite at
him as much as he likes after the ani-
mal’s teeth have been blunted.— Paris
letter.
Encouragement for th« Feeble.
So long as the failing embers ot vitality are
capable of being rekindled into a warm and
genial glow, just so long there is hope for the
weak and emaciated invalid. Let him not,
therefore, despond, but derive encouragement
from this and from the further fact that there
Hostatter’s Stomach Bitters is daily reviving
strength in the bodies and hope in the minds
of the feeble and nervous. Appetite, refresh-
ing sleep, the acquisition of flesh and color, are
blcHBiogs attendant upon the reparative pro-
cesses which thia priceless invigorant speedily
initiates and carries to a successful conclusion.
Digestion is restored, the blood fertilised and
sustenance afforded to each life-sustaining
organ by the Bitters, which is inoffensive even
to the feminine palate, vegetable in compo-
sition, and thoroughly safe. Use it, and re-
gain vigor!
Does the World Move T
The Bov. John Jasper, of Virginia, says,
11 De sun do move, for in de mornin’ it shines
on dis side ob de hou«, whil in de ebenin, on
dat side ob de hous. Now, ef he don't move,
how ootne ho dar?" Notwithstanding Mr.
Jasper1* logic, we yet believe the world moves.
When Mr. Jasper’s ideas constituted the pop-
ular b«Bef, people thought that to die of small-
pox or diolera was simply fulfilling one of na-
ture’s laws. Now, through vaccination, small-
pox is averted, while cholera, cholera morbus,
dysentery (flnx), and diarrhea are readily
cured by the use of Dr. Pierce’s Compound Ex-
tract of Bmart-Weed. Does not such evidence
tend to prove that “ the world moves?” As an
external remedy for outs, bruises, sprains,
swellings, bites and stings of insects, the Com-
pound Extract of timart-Weed has no equal.
Veterinary Burgeons have also employed it with
marked success.
The Extended Popularity
Of Dooley’s Yeast Powder is the best evi-
dence of its worth. Whenever you want a
light, white, sweet biscuit, delicious pot-pie,
elegant cake, or a choice pudding, Dooley’s
Baking Powder should bo used. Perfect
purity aud absolute full weight are the watch-
words of the manufacturers.
Fom the Nevrburyport, Mass., Herald.
Grace’s Salve should be in every family, for
there is nothing of the kind exceeding it in
value. For Scalds, Burns, Chapped Hands,
and Sores from Humors or otherwise, it is the
most speedy cure known. We speak from facts
under our own observation.
Nervousness and sleeplessness can
be cured by the use of Dr. Graves’ HEART
REGULATOR, A Single dose will enable a
person to pass a comfortable night who has
not known one for years, and for quietiog the
nerves and bringing the heart into healthy ac-
tion it cannot be esoelled. Try it ; thousands
testify to Its virtues, and it will relieve ton as
well as others. We know it to be a medicine of
great worth.
Among tha many forms of Heart Disease are
Palpitation, Enlargement, Spasms of the
Heart, Trembling all over and about the
Heart, Stoppage of the action of the
Heart, Ossification or bony formation of the
Heart. Rheumatism, General Debility and
Sinking of , the Spirits. Send your name to F.
E. Ingalls, Oonoord, N. H., for a pamphlet
containing a list of testimonials of cores, etc.
The HEART REGULATOR is for sale by
druggists at 60 cents and ftiper bottle.
‘ Wilhoft’s Fever and Ague Tonic.—
Chill Core !— Sake and Sure !— Dr. Wilhoft's
Tonic is curative and protective. It will cure
Chills and protect from further attacks, its
reputation is established. Its composition is
simple and scientific. It contains no poison.
It acts promptly and its effects are permanent.
It is cheap, became it saves doctors’ bills. It
is harmless, speedy in action and delightful In
ite effects. Try It, and prove all that’s said.
Whmlock, Finlay A Co., Proprietors, New
Orleans.
Fob balk by all Druggists. <
Children do not Dei of the croup to
whom Da. Wm. Hall's Baiaam for the Lungs
is administered. Parents will do well to re-
member this fact and keep a medicine, which
laved so many lives, in the home ready for an
emergency. The Balssm overcomes a tendency
to consumption, strengthens weak and heals
sore lungs, remedies painful and asthmatic
breathing, banishes hoarseness and cores all
bronchi*! snd tracheal inflammation. If yon
have a cough, me it “early and often.” All
Druggists sell it __ _
Foa upwards of 80 year* Mrs. WINSLOW'S
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
with never-failing success. It corrects acidity
of the stomach, relieves wind colic, regulates
the bowels, cures dysentery and diarrhea,
whether arising from teething or other oames.
An old and well-tried remedy. 36 oil. a bottle.
The Chicago Ledger is the only re-
liable Story Paper published in the West, and
is sold for half the price of Eastern papers of
the same kind. Three specimen copies sent to
any address for Txx Gents. Address, To
Ledger, Chicago, HL
[From the New York Son of Aug. 16.
Geo. F. Rowell Jk Oo. Reply to the New
. tj l Tort Herald. t > ' ^
[From the New York Herald of Aug. 9.
make, therefore, the foLowlng proposition
to Rowell Ac Oa: If they, or their frlende for them,
will put up 136,000, with the condition the! this sum
shell be peld by them to the Metropolitan Muteum
of Art, or to an j public charity that may he agreed
on, in case the swore report of the J/rmto’* circu-
lation is shown by proper and thorough examina-
tion to be correct, tbe Htrald will also put up an
equal sum ot $33,000, which It will agree aha)! be
paid over to the Metropolitan Muaeuu of Art, or to
any public charity that may be agreed on, In oaae
ita aworn report of circulation la proved false. Tbe
condition being that Rowell A Oo. shall choose one
respectable expert to make an examination of
press-rooma, books, papers, etc,: the Herald shall
choose another: and these two shall select a third ;
and the three shall forthwith make the examlni-
tion and a report which they shall publish. This
much far Rowell k Oo., who, we trust, to use the
language of Western spurting men, will now " either
put up or shut up.”
The last Circulation Report furnished by the
New Yerk Herald to the American Netrsvaper
Direcf claims an average daily circulation
of 122, 100. And thene figures appear in an ad-
vertisement of the Herald tor that edition, tor
which advertisement the Herald paid ns our
price— 150. The written claim furnished bears
the name of tea same W. H. Henry, Business
Manager, who signs tbe late cmdavits put
forth by the Herald. In the edition of the
Directory for which the report was furnished
wo estimated the circulation ot tbe Herald at
an average of 65,000 copies daily.
For the purpose of potting to a test the com-
parative value of their claima and our esti-
mates, we make to the Now York Herald the
five following propositions :
oua vimsr raoroemoK. *
We will forfeit $26,090 to tbe Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art, against an equal amount to be paid by
the Heiald,\t the oommittee appointed according to
the brrald'o atlpulation doea not pronounce the
Hr void's circulation claim, as furnished to us, to be
In ex cose of the facts.
OUR SECOND PROPOSITION,
We will forfeit as above, If the committee
appointed according to the HrraUL't atipulationa
does not pronounce the hnedd* claim to be more
than 10,000 copies m excess of the (hots. •*
OCR THIRD PROPOSITION.
We will forfeit $3,000, aa above, If the committee
appointed according to the Herald's stipulations
does not pronounce our estimate nearer the actual
(acts that the Herald a written o’alm.
OUR FOURTH PROPOSITION.
We will forfeit $1,000, aa above, If the committee
appointed as above do not pronounce that the dr-
cuiatlon of 65,000 coplea dally average, aa estimated
br ur, Ir in excess of the actual circulation of the
Herald at that time.
OUR FIFTH PROPOSITION.
We will fortelt $iu», aa above, if the committee
appointed according to the Herald's atipulationa
pronounce that the actual dally aalee of the Herald,
at that time, average as much ae one-half the dum-
ber claimed by Mr. W. H. Henry In the written
staUment furnbhed by him for the guidance of the
editor of the A rnerican Sewnpaper Directory.
Wo submit the above prepositions to the
Herald, and shall be glad to know at an early
hour which one it electa to accept
Geo. P. Rowall 4 Co., 10 Spruce Bt.
Ntw York, Aug. 16, 1878.
CHEW
The Celebrated
“Matchless”
Wood Tag Plug ,
Tobacco. '
The Pioneer Tobacco Company,1 ‘
Now York, Bostou and Chicago
A gentleman in a neighboring town
who bad suffered two years with chronic
diarrhoea, and was so reduced that he could not
walk, waft cured and restored to stand health
by Johnson's Anodyne lAnimerst. This Lini-
ment is worth ita weight in gold.
The blighting effecte of impure blood
are sad to behold in thore we meet day by day.
This ought not and need not be so. Parsons'
Purgative Pills make new, rich blocd ; liken
one a night for twelve weeks will change the
blood in tho entire system.
What will yon read when the even-
ings grow long and cool? Did you ever read
The Best Family Paper in the United States ?
If not, send Ten Cents, and get three speci-
men copies. Address, The Ledger, Chicago, HI
To cleanse and whiten the teeth, to sweeten
the breath, use Brown’s Camphorated Hapona-
eoous Dentifrice. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
LIVE MTOCK COMAI1MMION.
MoFARLAND A OO..n Union Stock Yard* Kxebaar .
PRODUCE COMAUMMION.
8. a BARG KANT, OonL Oom.nli.lon. 317 So. Water M.
W.H.WILL1AMBAOO.. Batter A lTUh.m So. Water 1>
IMPORTANT NOTICE. Fsurncrs, FnniW
Ilea and Other* can parchtM no remedy equal to Dr.
TOBIAS’ VENETIAN LINIMENT, for the care of
Cholera, Diarrhoea, Draontery, Croup, Oollo and Be*-
alckneae, taken Internally (It la perfectly hannleee; eee
oath accompanying each bottle) and externally for
Chronic Kheuraatiam, Headache, Toothache, Bore
Throat. Cute. Burua, Swelling*. Bralaw. MoaquUn
Bite*, Old Sore*. Pain* In Umba, Back and Cheat The
VKNkTIAN LINIMENT w*» Introduced in IMT.and
no one who ha* uaed it bat oontinoee to do*o, mat*
tallng If a waa Ten Dollara a Bottle they woold not be
without it Thou icnd* of Certiticetee can be eeeoat
the Depot, a peeking of Ite wonderful curative proper
tie*. Hold by the Druwlate at 40 Cts. Depot, 4*
If array street. New York.
fO WU's
c u R £
Warranted a PERFECT CURE (or
Money returned) /W alt the irnrrt
jnrm* of rtLKS, LKMIOBT, HTROf.
CLA. RaftCMATISM, SALT RHKUH.
Catarrh. Kidney Dweabeb, ami
all <H»ra*ri of the HEIN and BLOOD.
II. ». FOYVLI5 dk CO.,
Montreal and Bouton.
Sold everywhere. A 1.00 a Bottle.
I VITf.l.RR A FLJLLKR.Agt*., Chicago
Inverted In Wall St. Stock* makoa
fortune* every month. Book aont
Address BAXT HR N,T
(tine A A MONTH-AGENTS tiTANTEO-SS BESTjl*Xf1|l aelllns article. In tbe world: one sample
tDwlI W/r'«- AddreM Jay Bronaon, Detroit, Mich.
rpT? A Q —-We ciioiceat In tlie world— Importer*
X S-JiVkl# price*— Largaat Company In Americ*—
•teplu article— pleaae* everybody— Trade continually In-
creaalng-Agent* wanted everywhere— l»eit Induce
menu-don’t waate time— eead for Circular to
ROB’T WELLS, 43 Veeey 8L.N. Y., P. O. Box 12BT
SWEET
Ckrniil
AW'deu Ki.jhrtt
ka?!
Totot
, _ at Oaoteontal BipeaWoo ter
tnr Iluwirg qtallti* and exctOsutt and lattUf cMor
aeur of neseUning and .kuoring. fha beat tobam
ever made. Aa oar Mae atrip trade-mark k eloaejy
imitated on inferior good*, ae* that Jatkton'e Bt* tr
oo every Ding. Bold >y all dealer*. Send for aampk
free. 10 0. A. JaCKaoH A Co.. Mfnu Peteraburg. Va.
New Rich Blood!
,$2 Seven Stioti
volver. Cartridge* to fit them can be obtained at rm
ftnmu st re. ~
Purgative Pllle make New Rich Blood,
plntefy change the blood in tbe entire eya-
i mont h*. Any perron who will take 1 pill
night from 1 to 13 week* may be restored to Bound
h, If each a thing be poeelble.
lsTjohnson A 00.,
Bangor, Maine.
Pniwone* n
and will eora.
tern In three
••ach
GRACE'S SALVE.
Jon esvillk, Mich., Deo. $7, 1877.— JTMira. Fbwltt i I
•ent yon GO ota. lor two buxea ot Oncost Salve. 1 have
had two and have aaod them on an nicer on m/ foot, and
Reaped fully youra, C.J.VaNNtaa.It la almoat welL
BOSTON TUNSGlUfT,
Daily and Weekly, Quarto,
BOSTON, MASS.
Tbe largest. Cheapest and Beet Family Newepaper In
New England. Edited with (pedal reference to the
varied taste, and requirement* of the home circle. All
tho foreign and local news published promptly.
D^Tmnjcript. *10 per annum In
“ - & copies to one a-
teadvreco.
ddreea, $7 *00 per
annum In advance.
BXHD FOB SAMPLB COPY.
BUSINESS MAN’S MAGAZINE. 60 Pages
1 yr. (W. tUuipl. jjUtu.' JaavaJ* , teett, M p^rburm SC, Cklwge.
<2lQ * day to AgejM to tell * Household Article.
Addreea Httclggye M’Pg to., Marion, Ohta
Kalamazoo, Mich. Bond forJoumal. W.F.Patrona, Pren
bargain*. Beatty. Washington. N.J
WANTEDly^fr^temdwwwMoriToe tlt-AM WoBKs,CiiiciaxATi,Oaia.
$103 $26 NOVELTIES
sisss?* Outfit Free xci z
J. H. BUFFORD'B SONS, Manufacturing Publisban^
14 1 to 147 Franklin Hired, Boston, Maas.
Established nearly fifty year*.
Grand Eicursion to Florida l
October H* 1H7H. Only 800 for the roand trip—
ful land* In the Bute, near U. R. Station*, Town*.
School*, Churohea, Aa.jR| $f 4*“ --- - —per mere,
terra.„ „ .....
Also, ten million acres of Btato lands (in every scanty)
ftf EAP FARMS,
V,?FREE HOMES
IjV the west
'. Addrvti, B. J. (illiuorv, Land Con'r, Halloa, Kaasas.
Make Hens Lay
An Engliah Veterinary Surgeon and Chemist now
traveling In thia country saya that moat of the Hone end
Oattle Powder* sold i.nro are worth leu trash. He says
that Bheridan'a Condition Powdon are absolutely pare
and immensely valuable. Nothing on earth will make
hen* lay like Sheridan's Condition Powders. Doae, on*
te*a|K>onful to one pint food.
Sent by mall for tight tetter damps. * <
I. S. JOHNSON A CO.,
Bangor, Maine.
§APONIF[ER
I* the Old Reliable Concentrated Lye
FOR FAMILY SOAP-MAKINB.
KL V '°X H*rt-
If IT IS TULL WEIGHT AND STRENGTH.
The market la flooded with (rolled)1 Concentrated
Lre^whloh it adulterated with salt aud rortn, and turn's
SAVE MOSEY, AND BUT THM
SaponifieR
MAD* BY THE 'i‘ n
Pennsylvania Salt Manufg Oa,
_ PHILADELPHIA.
.UTOsSS’
Unrivalled in Appearance.
Unparalleled in Simplicity.
Unsurpassed In Construction.
Unprecedented in Durability.
Unexcelled in Economy of FueL
vmmte u hi BROAD CLAIM ti Mim-
THEY BEST 0FEBATDT8,
QUICKEST SELLING,.
HANDSOMEST AND'
1TPUHH
Ever offered in tkn jabliw
>r, MADE ONLY BY
EXCELSIOR MANUFACTURING CO
tfos.612, GH, 616 & 618 IT. Itoin St..
ST, LOUIS, MO.
O.M.U. No.87
«Jaritwjs’ ®oIui«».
Cultivating Wheat.
We have just been readlne an account
of experiments made in England in dib-
bling wheat and cultivating it like corn,
with the hoe. The seed was planted in
drills, one foot a^art, and four inches
in the rows. The spaces between the drill
rows were carefully cultivated until the
plants had attained sufficient growth to in-
terfere with the work. The result was
eighty-four bushels per acre. Another ex-
periment, with rows six inches apart and
four inches apart in the rows, resulted in
a yield of sixty-nine bushels per acre.
Other cases might be given in which even
greater success attended this method of
growing wheat. We would suggest that
our readers test this method on a small
patch of ground— a square rod or more.
Have it accurately measured, put it into
the best condition, and see what your
land is capable of producing. If it will
pay, we ought to know it, and we will
never And out without trying. You may
be compelled to cultivate the square rod
with the hand hoe; but if it is found to
increase the crop to au extent that will
justify the work, implements for cultivat-
ing by horse power will speedily be forth-
coming.— [OAio Firmer.
Putting Away Winter Cabbage.
Though we have seen recommended
various modes of preserving cabbage
throngh the winter, and have tried several
of them, we continue to pursue the method
that we have geoeraily adopted for some
twenty years, and which wc have frequent-
ly described in this department. It is
simply to dig slight trenches side by side,
on some rising or dry spot whence the
water will readily drain off, in which
stand the cabbage just as it grows, sinking
it up to the head. The rows can be as
close together as the size of the head will
admit of. Cover over with corufodder,
straw or bean-haulm. Then set four posts
so as to form a pitch, placing the head
against a wall or board-fence. Form a
roof by bean-poles, when boards are not
at hand and cover this with cornstalks or
straw. If ordinarily well done, the cab-
bage will keep as long as is desired— we
have usually kept ours until April aud
May. We are aware that it is generally
recommended to place the heads of the
cabbage in the ground with the stalks
slicking up. But having tried this way,
we found that the cabbage kept better and
fresher as we recommend. To prove this
we have had coleslaw in May.— [GVma/i-
(own Telegraph.
Selection of Seed.
A writer in the Gardener*' Chronicle,
sv. (Eng.) writes:
Close observation has led me to the dis-
covery that the variations in the cereals
are not only hereditary, hut that they pro-
ceed upon a fixed principle, and from
them I have deduced the following law
of development ot cereals: (1) Every fully
developed plant, whether of wheal, oats
or barley, presents an oar superior in pro-
ductive power to any of the rest on that
plant. (2) Every each plant contains one-
grain, which, upon trial, proves more pro-
ductive than any other. (3) The best
grain in a given plant is found in its best
ear. (4) The superior vigor of this grain
is tranamissable in different degrees to its
progeny. (IS) By repeated careful selec-
tion, the superiority is accumulated. (6)
The improvement, which is at first rapid,
gradually, after a long series of years is
diminished in amount, and eventually so
fur arrested that, practically speaking, a
limit to improvement in the desired qual-
ity is reached. (7) By still continuing to
select, the improvement is maintained and
practically a fixed type is the result.
Feeding Beei.
The best substitute for honey that can
l>e found for feeding beea is sugar melted
down into candy. The bees take no more
than is necessary to sustain life, yet will
never stave while they have it at easy ac-
cess. We also recommend another food
which is very good; it is rye meal. In
some sections it is a great help to bees to
feed them on this article before the first
pollen-yielding flower comes. There is
often found a great deficiency of bee-bread
in a majority of hives in the spring, and
here the advantages of feeding on rye
meal can hardly be over eslimatcd. As
soon as the bees fly freely in the spring,
put the meal iu shallow boxes or throughs
a short distance from the apiary, and at-
tract the bees to it by pieces of empty
. comb laid near by. They soon learn the
way to it, and take if eagerly until flowers
come, when it will be abandoned. The
rye should be ground, and not bolted.
Wheat flour will be Taken by them, but
not so readily. Meal-fed bees will send
out larger and earlier swarms than others,
because the abundance oi bee-bread en-
courages the rearing of brood.— [(Mw
Farmer.
HEW HEM!!
6. VAN PUTTEN & SONS,
- o -
Burned out by the late Fire we rc-opened In
our ntw etore juat completed at our old atand on
Biver Street,
We have JuatreceiTed a large new etock of
Dry Goods,
Hats & Gaps,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Flour <fe Feed.
Etc., Etc.
Come and see for yourself, no
trouble to show goods.
PRICESARELOW.
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.
RADEKE & SON,
Wholesale Dealers
-And all kinda of
Smokers’ Fancy Articles.
— ALSO —
Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated
Lager Beer.
Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.
Warehouse & Office on
WASHINGTON STREET
GRAND HAVEN, MICH.
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Holland, Aug. 17, 1878.
At the New
Hardware Store
J.Vanderveen,
Will bo found a large assortment of new goods
at NEW PRICKS,
Plows, Cultivators, Drags,
Hay and Manure Forks,
Corn Planters, Rakes, Hoes,
Also a complete stock of
General Hardware,
Together with a large assortment of COOK
STOVES of the best raanufartnrers.
Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to.
- o --
We respectfully solicit a share of your patronage.
Old metals taken in exchange.
FOR SALE.
rpiIE following described Lots In the City
-1 Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Addition $17&
each ; Lot 18, Block 8, Lot «, Block 11, South West
Addition $175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 1, 5 & 6 In Block
25, as organized plat near the at. L. 8. depot at
1225 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $800 each.
Also 6 lots West of First avenue at $123 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
the following Lota \ 10, 11, 12, 18, and 14, in Block
E, Lots 2, 4, 5 and ) In Block II. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.
GIVE US A CALL.
J. VANDERVEEN.
Holland, April 15, 1877. 4-flm
To have cheese aa an army ration is not
a very new thing. “Cheese of Kine”
formed part of the supplies of David’s
army at Manhanim, during the rebellion
of Absalom.
SWEET’S HOTEL
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
T. if. LYON, - - - Proprietor.
Special Announcement.
The undersigned desires to annonnee to the
public in general, that he is now the sole proprie-
tor of this well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his peisonal attention
to the management of the house and the wants
of his gnexts The honse has been refitted and re-
furnished, and now offers the best of accommoda-
tions to the travelinjg public. It conUins 180 hand-
some and commodious rooms, flrty of which can
be bad with board at $2.t« per day, and the re-
raair der at the usual price, Having conducted the
hotel business in Grand Rapids for the past six-
teen yean, and thahkfnl for former patronage, the
proprietor hopes for a continuance of the same.
The rooms of Sweet's Hotel are not excelled by
any public honse In the State, the tables are sup-
plied with all the markets afford, and careful atten-
tion Is given by all employees.
Hoping to receive a liberal patronage from the
traveling public, which will bo duly appreciated
by tbe proprietor.
T. H. LYON.
COMPOUND EXTRACT 0F^>
CONTAINING
ICnttJnDipcr&SniriofNitre
IN A CONCENTRATED FORM, FOR
Diseases of the Sidneys A Bladder,
Gonorrhea, Weaknesses, Over-
Exertions, Gleet, Stricture,
Obstruction of the Urine,
[and nil Dlnta**** of the Trlnarj
and Mexnnl Orgniin,
No natter of how t»n( itaiKtlBi. and wbethir ta
MALE OR FEMALE.
Price. - - - On© Dollar.
Prepared from die original recipe of DR. BILL,
and wld bj W. JOHNSTON * CO.,
161 Jefferson Avenue, DETROIT.
FOR RAI.E RY AU. DRUGGISTM.
a week in your own town. $3 ont«i free.
No risk. Reader, If you want a business$66 __________________
at which persons ol either sex can make
great pay all the time they work, write for particu-
lars to H. Hallrtt A Co., Portland. Maine.
All kinds of Ready Made Shirts — in-
cluding. Fine White Shirts, from 85c to
$1.75; Sailors’ Blue Flannel, Hickory aiirf
Cheviots Shirts, eic., etc., also the finest
lot of neckties and collars, including tbe
Sultan Linen Collar
with a patent duplex curve, etc., etc., tao
numerous to mention, at the
Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. Harrington.
y can make money fastjjrat work for ue> than at
. — P u [lon)e
..... — --- , ------ .boys and g!
everywhere to wore for ns. Now Is the time.
Costly outfit and term* free. Address Tbuk A Co.,
Augusta, Maine.
apllal not required; we will
start you. $12 per day at home made by the
Industrious. Men, women, boya irls wanted
GOLD.
Great chance to maze money. If
you can’t get gold you can get
 greenbacks. We need a person in
everv town to tske subscriptions
for the largest, cheapest and best Illustrated family
publication In the world. Any one can become a
successful agent. The most elegant works of art
given free to subscribers. The price Is so low
that almost everybody subscribes. One agent re
ports making over $150 In a week. A lady agent
nffort* taking over 400 snbscrlbers In ten days.
A I who engage make money fast. You can devote
aUjonr time to the business, or only your spare
time. You ne«l not be uwsy from home over
night. You can do it as well as others. Full par
ticulars, directions sod terms free. Elegant and
expensive outfit free. If you want profitable work
send us your address at onee. It costs nothing to
try the business. No one who engages fails to
make greatpay. Address “The People’s Journal,”
Portland Maine. oat.
BOOKBINDING!
The undersigned wishes to inform bis old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at
present locttcd ht Muskegon, hohM ra&do ArrAncc-
ments with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, at Holland, at whose
store, on River street, alljob work for binding can
be loft. I have purchased a new and complete line
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work„ A. CLOETINOH.
Muskegon, Sept. 8 1875.
Is not easily earned In these times, but
it cau be made in three months by any
mi   0DC uf e,lber m*. In any part of the
v  1  country who is willing to work steadily
at the employment that we famish. $06 per week
In your own town. Yon need not be away from
home over night You can give your whole time
to the work, or only your spare moments. We
have agents who are making over $20 per day.
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
the present time money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other business. It costs noth
Ing to try i he business. Term and $5 outfit free.
Address at once, H. Hallett A Co., Portland,M in  )»-ly
I would respectfully call the attention of the pub-
lic that I have on hand a large stock of
Stoves,
Hardware,
Agricultural
Implements,
Etc., Etc.
Which I will sell cheap-r than evet before at the
Hardware Store,
— of —
J. VAN LANDEGEND.
Holland, April 27, 1878. ll-4w
GROCERIES?
A complete stock ofuGrocerles constant-
on band. Our stock of sugars cannot be
beat.
New Orleans, Sugar ................. 8c.
Extra C ............................. 9c.
A. ................................... 10c.
Granulated .......................... 11c.
We have a fine lot of coffees and
spices, and we have among our large var
iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per
pound that cannot be surpassed. Try it.
Also, a fall assortment of canned fruit
including Corn and Tomatoes, etc.,
Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will
be taken in Exchange for goods, at tbe
highest Market Price, at tbe
Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. Harrington.
Fine Building Site For Sale.
E Eau: 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 80. Situated
JL between J.O.Doesbnrg's Drug Store, aud P.
Jfc A. Steketee’s General Store, on Eighth atrect.
Inquire of II. DOESBURG.
Holland. April 7, 1877. 8-tf
The Great English Remedy
GRAY’S Specific Medicine
TRADE MARK. Is especially rec-^MM
“ ommeoded as an
unfatllngcurefor
Seminal weak-
neaa, Spermator-
rhea, Impotency
and all diaeaces
that follow as a
— sequence on Self
p-i- m'Ur Abuse; as Loss 1 \ W
tfeiore Takingof memory, Uni- After Taking.
versa! Lassitude. Pain in the Back, Dimness of
Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other dis-
eases that lead to Insanity. Consnmptlon and a
Premature Grave, all of which as a rule are first
caused by deviating from tbe path of natnre and
over indulgence. The Specific Medicine Is the re
suit of a life study and many years of experience
in titoting these special diseases.
Full particulars in our pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one.
The Specific Medicine Is sokl by all Druggtrts at
$1 per package, or six packages for $5, or will be
sent by mall on ncelpt of the money by address
Ing _
The Gray Medicine Co.,
No. 10 Mechanics' Block, Detroit, Mich.
ier Walsh and by allHf-Sold In Holland by Hebt
Druggists everywhere. 40-1 y
Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-
wood, and Stovewood, Akron
cement, always on hand at the
Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
XOBTGAGE SALE.
FVEFAULT having been made in tbe conditions
L/ of a certain mortgage dated the 2«lh day of
May, 1875. made aud executed by John M. Hick-
man and Hopy J. Hickman, his wife, to Vlctorine
E. Hickman, then all ol Ottawa County, Michigan,
and recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds i
of Ottawa COtinty, Michigan, July >7th, 1876, in
Liber 7 of mortgages, on page 212, upon which
mortgage, and notes accompauyiug the same,
there is claimed to be due at the date of this notice,
the sum of $381.50, and an attorney fee of $10,
provided for in said mortgage, and no proceedings
at law or equity having been Instituted to recover
the debt secured by said mortgage or any nart
thereof ; NoHe* Is herwv given, that by virtue of the
power of sale in said mortghge contained, and of
the statute In such case made aud provided, atid
mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the mort-
gaged premiaes, or so moch thereof as may be
necessary to satisfy said mortgaged debt, the Inter-
est thereon, said attorney fee. and the costa and
expenses of said sale allowed bylaw, at public
vendue to the highest, bidder on Tuesday, the
17th day of September, 1878, at one
o’clock In the afternoon at the front door of the
Court House of Ottawa County, iu the City of
Grand Haven, Michigan. The premises to be sold
being described in said mortgage as follows, all
the following described piece or pared of land sit-
uate, lying and being Iu the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan and known and described as
follows, to-wlt: the north half of the south east
quarter of the south-west quarter of section thir-
teen (18). In town seven (7) north, of range fifteen
(15) west, and containing twenty acres of land
according to the Unfled Slates survey be the same
more or less.
Dated, June 6th. 1878. <'•
VICTORINE E. HICKMAN. Mortgagee.
Lowing A Cbobb, AU'yt for Mortgagee. 18-I8w
Money! Money!!
Can be made by examining the large
new stock of
FURNITURE
Which I have purchased lower than ever
will sell cheaper than ever before.
A FULL LINK OF CARPETS, FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.
Gome and aae tha goods and ascertain
prices before you purchase.
Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap.
Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Retail
Bedroom Setts and Parlor Setts.
Coffins and Caskets always
on hand.
Fair dealing can be relied on.
While I thank the public for their patronage of
the past, I hope to merit and solicit a liberal snare
ot it for the future.
- 0 -
N- B. Call and see a most beautiful variety o
Camp Chairs, ornaments, picture frames, brackets
etc- etc. g. KE1D8EMA.
Hollahd, May 13., 1878.
P. WEIRICH’S
-ON DRAUGHT AT-
The Celebrated Cincinnati
LAGER EEER
18 ALWAYS
OUST IDIE&AFT
Henry Weirich
No. 104 Monroe Street,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.
The finest Saloon in
the City.
A Choice Stock of Cigars
and Liquors.
Lunch from 10 to 1 1 o’clock a. m.
HENRY WIERICH.
Grand BArios, Mich. 22-3m
Mothers Read This
If you want a sale, sure and reliable medicine
for your chldren. for diarrhea, flux, summer rom
mer complaint, dysentery, and all diseases similar
to that— use
DR. SCHOUTEN’S
Hundreds of Mothers will testify as to the value
of this preparation, not only in the above named
complaints, bnt in so many diseases to which
drenare — ‘
Wm. LEICHNER car foe it.
NO. 68 CANAL STREET,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
The finest Restaurant
in the City.
Free Lunch every Morning.
Extra Lunches prepared at
all hours.
WM. LIECHNER.
Grand Rapids, Mloh. 22-3m.
, snm
wind
MEAT MARKET
—IN THE —
FIRST WARD.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Mea^Market, and are
now ready to supply their customera with all kinds
of Meats and Bansages. By promptness and fait
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of theii
trade.
The stand Is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
Son's Hardware Store.
W. BUTKAU,
J. VAN ZOKREN.
Holland. July 14, 1876.
TUG FOB SALE.
T AM anthoriied to sell tbe Steam Tng “Gem’
A on favorable terms. Inquire of
MANLY D HOWARD.
It does not only check diarrhoea, dysentery
mer complain, etc., but it cures griping ana
colic, regulates the bowels, corrects acldliy and
Irregularities of the stomach, bowels ai d liver,
quiets the nerves, allays Internal Irritation, In-
vigorates the digestive organs, and gives tone to
the whole system. It helps nature by assisting
dentition— aiding digestion and checking the green
cvacnationa which are so troublesome and danger-
ous during that period of Infancy. Address,
R. A. SCUuUTEN, M. D.84-fim Holland, Michigan.
LOST! LOST!
/"YN Saturday last two small pass-books, some-
\J where on Harrington’s Dock, or near Roost's
brickvard. Any one returning the same will be
Ubrally rewarded.
. , _ R.T. ROGERS.21-4w (Captain of the propeller Rogers.)
Holland. Holland. Mich
MOB: Bonoowmsfi!
8AYontheradlca/cure(wlthoutmcd-Mmmmm iclnc) of Spermatorrhoea or Seminal
Weakneaa, Involuntary Seminal Losses,’ Impo-
tency, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedi-
menta to Marriage, etc,: also Consumption, Epil-
epsy and Fits induced by self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance, Ac.
%3T Price In sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ success-
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radically cared without the dan-
gerous use ofinternal medicine or the application
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of cure at oiice
simple, certain and effectual, bv means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately and radi-
colly.
%&“ This Lecture should be in the hands of
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent under aeal.ln a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, potl-paid, on receipt of six ccnta or two
post stamps.
Address tbe Publishers,
ftiumiwico.,
41 Au 8V, Niw York; Post Office Box. 4686.
1878. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1878.
Millinery § Fancy Dry Goods,
And a large stock of
LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,
Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, Hats,, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Silks and Sbnwls.
A Handsome lot of New Style Ties, also a large
selection of Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,
and Double Satin Ribbon— entirely
new, etc.
I. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET HOEXiAND, MICH
